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Students sign up for
contests and games
at Communication
Day Sept. 29.

- Story, pg. 2
PHOTO BY
HALEY CABRERA
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UCF student runs
for Seminole
County commission
-,

KATHY FORD
STAFF WRITER

Most students take time off from
school to catch up from their busy lives,
but not Zea Proctor. lbis 20-year-old UCF
junior has taken time from school to run
' for the Seminole County commission.
She has always been interested in politics, but has never held any elected office.
She fell into this situation by accident.
Originally looking to
get involved with the
campaign
of
Libertarian presidential candidate Harry
Brown,
she
was
recruited because of
her history of living in
Seminole County and
Prod or
having
Libertarian
views.
11
After a brief hesitation, I decided
that it would be interesting to run for this
office
., following my beliefs, 11 Proctor said.
If elected, she is looking to make the
county government more responsible to
.., the voters. Her belief system is that everyone should take personal responsibility

·'J

PROCTOR, Page 4

ELISSA JACOB
STAFF WRITER

Beginning mid-October, for the
spring 2001 registration, the Schedule of
Classes book will become the Schedule
Web Guide. UCF is moving up in the
world, and in doing so, is moving online.
The new Schedule Web Guide will
be everything the old course book was
and more. It will be fast, user-friendly
and updated every 15 minutes for students' convenience and up-to-~he-minute
accuracy.
"The problem before was that we
would print the Schedule of Classes in
March and students wouldn't use it to
register until the end of August. A lot of
chang~s happen during that time - it was
about six months old and accuracy really became an issue," said Charles Roller,
Assistant Director at UCF Registrar's
Office, about. the timeliness and inaccuracy of the old Schedule of Classes.
"There would be over 1,000 changes
per semester in the old Schedule of
Classes," said Dale Shriver, a Student
Record's Trainer for the Registrar's
Office. once students actually started

~
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Signing on
to sign up

ONLINE, Page 5

PHOTO BY VALERJE RICHFIELD

Jeff Caplan, a sophomore, ha~ founded a _Ucf·swim club. The team consists of two.
divisions, a duh team and a Masters division.
RUTH HEIDT
STAFF WRITER

More sound is coming from the
UCF pool as new waves are being
made by the recently established UCF
Swim Club. For the first time in UCF
history, there is a swim club on campus.
Jeff Caplan, a UCF sophomore
took the initiative and has worked to
create the new swim club. "I felt it was
time for a swim team to be established
considering Florida is the second most
significant location for the sport of
swimming," said Caplan.
Caplan is not only the founder, but
is also working as a coach for the
morning practices, captain and is a
swimmer as well. Besides himself,
Caplan has been getting help and support from other students such as Karen
Zargar, Justin Daniel and Sabrina
Kalish.
"The UCF team has to work its
way up to the Division I level, but that
doesn't mean the competition stops, 11
said Caplan.
Currently the UCF Swim club has
two classifications, a club team and a
Masters team. In order to compete in a
Masters division meet, the swimmers
must be 19 years of age or older. The
competition and meets are divided up
into age groups in which the swimmers

participate. The Masters classification
allows students of all ages to compete_,
unlike certain club leagues, which
limit the ages for legal competition.
"There are several meets on the
_schedule for the future, which is one
way for the team to get proper recognition," said Caplan.
The team practices 10 times a
week. There are two practices a day on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
both in the mornings and afternoons.
"Training is one of the keys in any
sport," said Caplan. There is an afternoon practice every day Monday
through Saturday and a morning practice on Sunday. The practices range
anywhere from 3,500 - 8,000 yards,
depending on the practice attended.
"Having so many practices gives the
team the advantage because you have
worked out the kinks in stroke and
technique."
As with the creation of any organization, several glitches appeared in
the first two weeks. "One of the major
problems that we have been having is
not the amount of participation, 11 said
Caplan, "but the capacity and availability of the pool."
The UCF pool facilities consist of
a six lane, 25-yard pool with a diving
well containing two spring boards.
SWIMMERS, Page 5

Board of Regents
approves population
growth for UCF
JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

The Board of Regents, which aids
the Legislature in determining fund allocation among· Florida colleges by projecting future enrollment growth, recently awarded the University of Central
Florida with the largest number of full·
time student enrollment slots.
Of the 31,047 full-time student slots
that the Board of Regents is permitted to
distribute to each Florida institution,
UCF was awarded an astonishing 6,303
spaces to be filled by 2005 or 2006.
Fulfillment of these could raise UCF's
total student body to about 43,000 and
distinguish it as the fifth largest university in the United States.
Based on the predicted enrollment
numbers presented by the Board of
Regents, the Legislature must determine
the amount of funds needed by that particular university to reach its goal. Some
of those monies are rewarded in the form j
of a Capital Improvement Trust Fund.
The CITF, which is rotated every year to j
a different school, will provide UCF '
with ·6 - 10 million dollars for the .funding of athletic and recreational facilities
and programs. Other money sources
such as PECO, an organization that disUCF, Page 3
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publicity leading up to the
event. I really want to thank XL
for coming out though"' - they
Hundreds
of students really did a great.job entertain~
turned out for free food and ing the crowd," he said.
great prizes Sept. 29 at the 20th
"I think we (XL 106.7)
annual Communications Day helped draw the students here,
(C-Day) held at Lake Claire. also I tried to promoteC-Day on
Hyla, a morning DJ blasted the radio everyday this week,"
music from "Blue Thunder," XL said Hyla.
106.?'s big blue radio on
Students entertained themwheels. Was this a block party? selves with activities and conNo, it was the School of tests. The student who could do
Communication's C-Day event - the most creative thing with a
an opportunity for students to · plastic spoon won a dinner for
see their professors and class- two at Hops restaurant.
mates outside of class and have
C-Day ran from 12 - 3 p.m.
a good time.
with free food from Olive
The event was the 20th . Garden, Froggers, ,~onny's,
annual C-Day put on by Quotes, Subway and Papa John's.
the advertising and public relaHourly raffles gave away
tions club. The annual party held prizes such as dinner for two to
in Lake Claire allowed students, Don Pablos, tickets to a comedy
professors and staff to mix and club and tanning sessions.
mingle in a relaxed, fun environ, . When comparing the event
ment
-with the previous years, Frank
Adam
Mallard, . an Stansberry, .. an Advertising and
Organizational Commurucation P,ublic ,Rela~-'s , profes~~.r, .Jwa~
student and Quotes member pleased with tlle turnout:
.
planned antl organized this
"Overall it was better than
year's event with the help of last year; the students stayed
many others. Mallard was longer and they did more. Last
pleased with the student tum year they just caipe for extra
out.
credit, grabbed pizZa and left.
"I think it was a great sue~ . . .It's improv¥ig evezy year, and
cess. The"' only thing I would ·'the kids ,ar~ having·'fun,'' said
change next year is to have mo~ Stansberry.
ELISSA JACOB
STAFF WRITER

UCF slated to become one of
the biggest schools in the USA
FROM PAGE

tributes small portions of Florida ·utility taxes to
colleges, are used purely for the construction of
academic facilities.
UCF President John Hitt believes that this
rapid student growth is due, in part, to what UCF
offers its students .
"We have a good campus environment, the city
of Orlando is attractive, and we have a good mix of
curriculums," said Hitt. He is confident that UCF's
augmentation is the direct result of Florida's rapid
growth. The Orlando S~ntrnel reports that the number of Florida high· school students is rising, and
.under the Board of Regent's plan, UCF would
attract the largest portion.
The rise in the number of applicants for admission to UCF throughout the 1990's supports the
Sentinel's report. In 1994, the total number of applicants was about 7,700. This fall, UCF received over
15,000 applications .
Christine Kurle, a senior and executive vice
president qf the UCF Undergraduate Student
Government, believes that UCF is no longer a 'second-choice' school, behind such nationally known
colleges as the University of Florida and Florida
State University. She feels that, finally, students are
beginning to make UCF their first choice.
"Part of [the student's] attraction [to the college] is the se~se that the University of Central
Florida has dev~loped and matured academically,"
said Dean McFall, UCF's Director of News and
Information.
As it has grown, UCF has raised its applicant
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enrollment requirements. The collective GPA for
this year's freshman class was an estimated 3.61,
making UCF one of the most selective state colleges in Florida.
Both McFall and Kurle agree that the universi. ty has received great recognition through its academic and intercollegiate sports programs. "We've
developed programs that stand up to some of the
best in the state," said McFall. "We have become a
solid institution."
With the rising quality of UCF academic and
research programs, as well as, the national recognition brought about by the filmmakers of the Blair
Witch Project and Minnesota Viking's quarterback
Duante Culpepper, UCF is quickly becoming a substantial competition for stalwarts like UF and FSU.
Officials believe that UCF has done a sufficient
job of managing the growing difficulties it has
encountered. Despite a few problems with providing a small number of students with the appropriate
classes, and others being removed from their dormitories to make room, officials maintain that they
are doing everything in their power to make sure
every student receives necessary attention. In additiori to more dorm rooms, biological science, psy-:chology, business, education, criminal justice, performing arts and teaching support center buildings
are planned for construction over the next five years
"We have a very active enrollment services and
student development effort. We closely track
incoming freshman and [group] them with advisors
in the ·early stages. They are not without access to
resources. I think you see an improving retention
record as a result of those efforts," said McFall.

;

College

.

Jobs

Sea World not a good work environment
College students all over know the woes of attending school and
having to maintain a job at the same time. As wiih all jobs, some are
good, some are bad and many are quite awful. Through this series
we will be exploring both the good and bad jobs that college students hold and have maintained in the past.
DARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER

Andre Small is a sophomore Psychology major at UCF. He
spends his working hours at Sea World. The attractions are popular
work places for many UCF students. One can find UCF students
working in all of the major attractions in Orlando and neighboring
areas. Is having a job at one of the attractions a good idea for students?
Small, 18 years old, has been working at Sea World since high
school. He works in the merchandising department, which is in
charge of vendors who sell goods during the different shows. Small
earns $7 an hour.
"I started working in high school for extra cash," said Small of
his decision to work for Sea World.
As a highlight of the job, he enjoys free tickets to Sea World and
Universal Studios. Small also receives discounts at several stores in
the Orlando area.
While the benefits seem enticing, Small said that working at Sea
World isn't as great as it sounds. When asked if be enjoys his job at
Sea World, he replied: "No, because I don't get recognition for all the
labor I do."
I "'
While he does not appreciate the lack of acknowledgment for
his work, Small .does note that there are some good points. His
friends, he says, are the best part of his job. The overall environment
is the worst part however.
Small insisted that working at Sea World in merchandise is not
a good job for a college student because of the poor environment. He
feels that high school students are better suited for the job.
While getting free admission to various theme parks and much
needed discounts for college students sounds tempting, the working
environment may be just as important, if not more so, than the benefits. Small believed that this is an important tip to remember if
you're looking for a job while in college.
Small's job at Sea World is certainly not the best job he's ever
held. But is it his worst? "Working in the cornfield," he said took the
cake.

Proctor balancing both
campaign and school
FROM PAGE

1

and this concept can be applied
to the people elected to office.
Among some things on her
agenda is ensuring the end of
the extra one-cent sales tax, to
solve the transportation problems that plague Seminole
County and to decrease excessive governmental regulations.
Protecting the environment
while ensuring that private
property rights are not violated
is a fine line to be walked, but
she believes that it can be done.
"I think that if common
sense were applied to government at all levels, waste could
be decreased and people would
feel better about their elected
officials," said Proctor.
She admits that it has been
tough to manage both her campaign and her job, but she fully
intends, if elected, to serve the

MORE
ONLINE

four-year term with integrity
and maintaining the balance
between school and political
office. She has not declared her
major, but believes that this
experience will help her to
decide where she wants to be
when she graduates.
There are plans in the
works to participate in a
Candidate Forum at Channel
24, Oct. 18. The Libertarian
party has also sponsored an
event called the Tuesday
Conspiracy at the Legendary
Station in Fem Park Oct. 3. By
having this exposure, she is
hoping to raise awareness
among her peers for the need to
register to vote and make their
voices heard.
"This part of my life will
always be remembered as an
incredible experience," Proctor
said. "It has been a hard experience but a good one."

For more about government and student
government log on to www.UCFl1ture.co11
and search for Government.

cove+" your butt.
be-t ter yet, help .cover your

[tuition]m
College can mean maneuvering through a lot of different
obstacles* b·ut tuition payments shou.ldn't be one of them.
_lo Army ROTC, you'll have a shot at a scholarship worth

thousands. And make friends you can count on. Talk to an

Anny ROTC advisor today. W'ive. got you covered.

ARMY R01C
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SGA Senate Elections
The SGA Senate Elections are coming up soon! Here are some important dates to remember.
The first date is Candidate forum, which is on the 5th of October (Noon). This will take place
on the south patio of the student union. The second date is the Senate Elections, which will take
place on October 9th, 10th, and nth. These elections will be administered on-line at the
following website: https://polaris.ucf.edu. If Runoff Elections are needed the dates will be
October 16th-18th. If there are any questions please contact us at the Student Government office
at 823-2191.
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Swimmers aim to be known
within the aquatic community
FROM PAGE

When compared to the typical Olympic sized pool, the
facilities are less than half of
that size. This difference poses
an availability and capacity
problem. Between the time
allotted for open swimming,
scuba and swim lessons, water
aerobic classes, synchronized
swimming, water polo and special events, there is not much
time left for the two hour practices that are needed for training.
Currently the club is having to train with the Winter
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registering."
The new Schedule Web Guide will provide
students with convenient access to a list of
classes online - no more dog-earring pages and
circling course key codes.
Using. the web guide to register, UCF students will be able to conveniently narrow down
classes to choose from online, based on preselected criteria. The criteria include: campus
location, course level (undergraduate/graduate), student status, honors, web classes or
open/closed class status.
Dennis Dulniak, the University Registrar,
is very positive that the Web Guide will be well
received by UCF students. "We're trying to
make this as user-friendly as we can. All the
st4dents need is the Internet, which. they can
access from our computer labs and kiosks."
For some students, this might be a big leap.
Rhiannon Mack, an Elementary Education
. major seems skeptical. "I'm not very computer
literate, and I hate that everything is going

announces that we now do

..

FREE
CRIMINAL
REPRESENTATION .

•

Springs High School team for
their afternoon practices.
Although the extra attendance
aides in the training process by
creating more competition and
motivation, it also hinders the
work. With the numbers on the
Winter Springs team around 40
members and the UCF team
running between 25 - 30, the
pool becomes slightly crowed
and prevents proper technique
and stroke work.
"Even · with the limited
space, the team is willing to
carry as many as the pool will
allow us to have," said Caplan.
"One of the main goals is

to become known around campus and in the state as the UCF
Swim Team," said Caplan.
Without high levels of support
in any organization it is likely
to dwindle down to nothing.
Fortunately, the swim club is
finding a significant level of
support, which makes the
process even easier.
"Success will come in time
and hopefully in the future we
will become a Division I team,
but it is not going to come easily," said Caplan, "that's what
makes the experience so much
more intense."

Online schedule to make
registering easier for students

~ STUDENT

III II

1

*limited to 3rd degree felony & misdemeanors,
exclusive of court costs and fines. Available to
currently enrolled UCF students only.
For additional information, contact
Student Legal Services.
407-823-2538, SRC 155.
Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.

online nowadays," she said. "Overall, it'll probably have pluses and minuses, but it's really
cool that it's updated every 15 minutes. I'd love
to use it instead of that confusing catalog."
"I'll like it better, and I'd rather do it online.
I always had a problem with the old one,
because I never knew which campus I was sign-·
ing up for," said Darin Hunt, a Marketing
major.
The Registrar's Office will still be printing
a 40-page guide that explains Polaris, gives the
academic calendar and explains procedures.
"It's basically the first 30-40 pag~s of the old
book without the classes," said Roller.
The new Schedule Web Guide will also
have a direct link off the main UCF web page,
so students can have quick access.

Logonto
www.UCFfuture.com
to link to online
registration guide.
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Administration Building takes on new name

431 Maitland Ave.

Toll Free 1-888-257-2262

www.abortion-clinics.com

Altamonte Springs ...,

IA_.fj,J

~

The recognition of former UCF president, Charles Milhcan means a new name for the Administration
Building. The Humanities and fine Arts Building is to become Colbourn Hall, in honor of another former
president, Trevor Colbourn.
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speaker
competition increases
student marketability
AMY PAVUK
STAFF WRITER

Students looking to increase
marketability in the job force
may be interested in the Bernard
C. Kissel Annual Outstanding
Student Speaker Competition.
Students with excellent public
speaking skills have an opportunity to be recognized for their talent. The outstanding student
speaker competition will honor
and award the top student speakers at UCF.
The contest will be held Oct.
27 in the Communication
Building. All full-time undergraduate UCF students currently
taking or having previously completed SPC 1600 or SPC 1016
courses are eligible.
Speakers must deliver a five
to eight minute persuasive speech
on a topic of their choice. Visual
aids will not be permitted, and
any speech that does not meet
time requirements will be disqualified.
First, second, and third place
winners will be given plaques.
The student awarded first place
will also have their name
engraved on a permanent memorial, which will be located in the
Communication
Building.
Students awarded fourth and fifth
place will be given honorable
mention certificates.
"Employers rate communication skills as the number one
skill needed for job applicants,"
said David Young-, speech
instructor. "Placing in a speech
contest looks great on resumes
for jobs as well as graduate
school applications."
The contest is limited to 25
students. Applications and contestants will be accepted on a
first-come first-s.e rve basis.
Students can enter online and
review contest rules and details at
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~day
oung/contest.html

Around Campus: Students get chance to speak with president
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WIRTER

President Hitt and Vice
Presidents Merck and
Huddleston will be holding an
'open forum'
for students Oct.
5, from
11:30 a.m.
- 1 p.m. in
the ~ape
Florida
Ballroom.
All Students are
invited to
Hitt
discuss their
ideas, concerns and experiences.

Need a Librarian?
Need help for your paper
but don't want to walk all the
way to the campus Library? A
librarian will be available to

answer your questions in both
the Classroom Building
Computer Lab and the Lobby
of the Health and Public
Affairs Building. Mondays 2 3:30 p.m. Thursdays 10 11:30 a.m.

Welcome center
to be built
A 18,000-square-foot welcome center is scheduled to be
built in front of Millican Hall,
facing down Central Florida
Boulevard. This is in part due
to a $1 million gift from
Florida Power Corp.
The center will contain a
200 seat auditorium and offices
for undergraduate admissions
counselors, satellite financial
aid and career advising operations and general information
services .

UCF Shakespeare
festival facilities to be
revamped
Attorney John Lowndes of
Winter Park has donated
$750,000 to the Orfando-UCF
Shakespeare Festival. The
money will be used for the renovation of its home in the old
Orlando Science Center building in Loch Haven Park.
Completion is scheduled for
early 2002. The building will
be transformed into two theaters, with offices and other
space and will be renamed the
John and Rita Lowndes
Shakespeare Center.

Last week for
faulty art display
The UCF Art Faculty
Group Exhibition runs through
this Oct. 6 in the UCF Art
Gallery. Call (407) 823-2676
for more information.

Write the 'Health
Nut' today
•

Beginning next week, there
will be a unique advice column in
the Future--the Heolth Nut.
Its purpose is to provide you.
with answers to questions you hove
regarding mental, physical or even
spiritual wellness. We will consult
·with doctors and other professionals
to give you the most occurote, credibJe and prompt responses.
Our goal is to help you discover, develop and maintain a healthier
lifestyle. Please send inquiries to
healthnut@ucffuture.com or leove
a voice moil in the News VoiceMailbox ot (407) 365-7656.

""University Of

central
Florida

Student Health Services
Says

BOO

To the

FLU

WIN A TRIP
FOR TWO TO

AFRICA
This year the cast of MTV's
'The Real World' went to Africa.
Now you can too!

~~~
~~

Enter for a chance to win at your
local Council Travel office or at
counciltravel.com

No Purchase Necessary. Open to residents of U.S.,
between the ages of 18 and 35 as of 9/5/00. Void
where prohibited. See agency for Official Rules or go
to counciltravel.com. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/00.

The Flu Shots are coming soon and they're free to
UCF studentsl Visit the Student Health Center's
Website WWW.SHS.UCF.EDU
in the next couple weeks for more information on the
arrival of the Flu Shot. You too can say BOO to the
FLU!
Student Health Services "We're Dedicated to
I
Healthy Knights."
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Paying too much for
your phone calls?
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRffER
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•

Imagine yourself •••
advising businesspeople in the former Soviet
Republic of Kyrgyzstan, teaching English in
Thailand, preventing the spread of AIDS in
Africa, or promoting environmental awareness
in Honduras.

••
•••

Find out more about I OOO's of exciting
international opportunities when
Peace Corps representatives visit your
campus this week!
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•
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•
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••
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•
The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love!
•
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Pinching pennies for most college students is normal. Between
spending hundreds of dollars on books, thousands on tuition, a car, rent
and tons of other miscellaneous things too numerous to mention, saving money and cutting costs becomes a big priority.
Long distance is more than a convenience for many students; it is
a necessary expense. While it is true that the majority of undergraduates at UCF are in state, they are not i.ri.-city, which means that per
minute billing is a part of their phone conversations.
"My parents only live two hours away," said Jasmine Kerry. "We
do communicate by email, but hearing each other's voice is very important and I don't always want to wait for an email reply."
So how does one know if they are getting the best buck for their
dollar?
Everybody knows. about the big companies -- AT&T, MCI, Sprint
- because they have the big corporate dollars to advertise and most people end up choosing one of them.
"When the phone company asked me which long distance company I wanted, I just said AT&T because I hear about them the most," said
student Michelle New.
While it is true that this company is the most popular that doesn't
necessarily mean they give the best deals. Advertisements that lure in
customers with rate plans such as 1,000 minutes a month for a set fee
or nickel nights can be misleading. It may seem like they compute to a
low cost per minute, but often the restrictions and fees are where they
get you.
"These deals usually make it so you can only talk on weekends or
after 7 p.m.," said Ian Stone, an International Business major. "This·
just isn't conducive to the college student's lifestyle."
"We are sporadic, our schedule isn't so set in stone," said Business
major Davood Azimi. "I have class late on Monday night, during the
day the rest of the week, but work on weekends."
On the Internet there is a site called http://www.tchoice.com/.
Here it will allow you to input the amount of minutes you talk on the
phone per month with state to state calls as well as the amount that you
talk instate. Then it will find the phone company with the best allaround rate for you.
For instance, let's say 'Gal X' talks 150 minutes in-state each
month and 60 minutes out of state. She inputs the minutes into the
search engine and voila - she has a new long distance plan.
The deal 'Gal X' got was from a company called OPEX. They
. have an 800 number and give 100 free state-to-state minutes for signing up. The state-to-state calls came to $.049 cents a minute (much less
than MCI's nickel nights and she can call whenever she wants) and the
intrastate were $.0851 per minute. All this for just a $2.00 monthly fee.
Other phone companies charge separate monthly fees for instate
and out of state. On a comparative plan of $.10 cents aminute with a
company that charges a five-dollar monthly fee it would be $26 dollars.
That's a difference of over $11 dollars. In one year that adds up to $132.

Greek Beat
Anchor spl~h
Delta Gamma sorority will
STAFF WRITER
hold their annual philanthropy
event called Anchor Splash on Oct.
Lip service
Delta Upsilon fraternity held 7 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the UCF
their annual sorority competition · pool. Participants can take part in
Lip Service at Headlightz on Sept. lnterfraternity pool games such as
28. Sororities competed in a lip freestyle and medley relays and
synch contest and teamed up with team synchronized swimming. The
fraternity members for individual event will also host a sorority voldances. Sororities collected canned leyball tournament and raffle.
foods for the event which where
donated to the Russell Home for ATO supports walk-a-thon event
The Alpha Tau Omega fraterthe developmentally disabled in
downtown Orlando. Delta Upsilon nity assisted the NCCJ (The
Conference
of
has held this philanthropic event National
each year since its founding at Community and Justice) organizaUCF in 1992. Last year Lip Service tion during their annual walk-araised more than $400 and 2,000 thon event at Lake Eola on Sept.
24. Brothers of the fraternity
canned goods in proceeds.
helped set up for the event and participated in various activities
Greek block party
Greek Appreciation Day including a walk around the lake.
invites fraternities and sororities to Alpha Tau Omega is looking fora Greek Row block party on Oct. 6 ward to assisting The NCCJ organifrom noon to 4 p.m. Fraternities zation again next year.
and sororities can participate in
intramural games and contests. Correction: The CFF staff apologizes to
Acacia fraternity for a misprint that
Raffle tickets will be sold.
KRISTA ZILIZI

appeared in last week's issue. Acacia
was referred to as a coed fraternity.
Acacia is not a coed fraternity.

Letters to the Editor
Students, be proud
ofyour school
I attended the President's

open forum for the first time, as Iwas concerned with UCFs problems. It was a great time to voice
my concerns to the president and
to tell him how I felt about the
college love and cherish.
The meeting started and I
began asking President Hitt about
a possible on campus stadium.
He .answered and then went onto
another student's question. While
he was answering, a few more
students walked in. I noticed that
one of them was wearing a hat. I
took a casual glance over at him
and I noticed something wicked.
Something that created utter rage
inside me. Something that made
me sick.
He was wearing a UDiversity
of Florida hat.
I almost fell off my chair!
How could you blatantly be so '
disrespectful to the school and
the President by wearing a UF
cap to his open forum? I couldn't
believe it.

Often times when I see peo- · of the most difficult Florida
ple wearing FSU or UF parapher- schools to get accepted into. Our
athletics programs are exciting
nalia, I approach them and ask
and are on the rise. I feel that
them why. Their response is usually something like, "Man, their
most of the professors are incredfootball team!"
ible and are highly competent.
Why don't you front-runners
Foiles, we as students, are attendget off the bandwagon and root
ing a college that is on its way to
for the only team that should
become one of the biggest
schools in the nation! My point is
matter to you? You don't know
that if you go to UCF and are
how stupid you look with that
paying tuition to this school, why
non-sense on. I also have a good
laugh when I see a car with a UF
would you want to support a
school that you have no relation
or FSU license plate followed by
a UCF parking decal. Helloooo?
to what so ever? We should be
You go to UCF. Show support for proud and respectful of UCF and
wear it's badge with honor not the
your future alma mater, not a
school that doesn't want you.
badges of our rival schools.
-Royce Horak
I've been seeing ignorant
things like this go on ever since I
got here in 1997. Being a part of
the University of Central Florida's
growth and future is extremely
exciting to me and I just can't
understand why anyone would
not be supportive of it. Our campus is one of the most beautiful
in Florida. Not only is it beautiPHOI'O BY HALEY CABRERA
ful, but a vast amount of the
Students
show
support for colleges
buildings and facilities are brand
and
not
their
own,
all over campus.
new. Academically, we are one

What's the Health
Fee/or, anyway??
On my way to class, I
stopped for a copy of the Orlando
Sentinel. Reaching for it, someone kindly slammed my thumb in
the sharply edged metal box. I
clapped a napkin over my bleeding digit and headed for the
Student Health Center.
Asking for a bandage and
some tape, I was told that I could
"make an appointment with a
doctor." When I told them, "No,
thanks, I have class in 15 minutes, I just need a band-aid and
some medical tape," I was
informed that they were "available in the pharmacy."
Seeing the look on my face
that said 'I have no money', they
told me I could 'charge it' to my
student account. The University,
it seems, would gladly charge me
tomorrow for a band-aid today.
Don't I pay the mandatory
$53.00 Student Health Fee, even
though I have medical insurance?
Where does that money go?
While I can't condone the

decision that raised the cost of
the almighty credit hour, I can
vaguely understand why it was
done. With that increase, the
insane price of a parking decal,
new-edition-every-semesterbooks, Coca-Cola's bought
monopoly on campus, gratuitous
$50.00 late fees, athletics programs endorsements, alumni contributions, student health fees,
and so on, one would think the
University has the financial freedom to give students with cut fingers a band-aid and six inches of
medical tape. I'd bet my entire
Student Health Fee that athletes
on the University's teams don't
pay for their medical treatment.
If the University can't provide simple services-materials for
self-administered first aid, in this
case- I wonder how the students
of the proposed growth boom
will be provided for. I guess as
long as they are athletes, they
will be just fine. As it were, I'd
rather have my $53.00 Student
Health Fee back and go buy
myself a first aid kit.
continued on next page
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Do complainers solve problems?

.,

Lately
I have been noticing
the huge amount of criticism given to
the Central Florida Future about various
things. In one sense it's great. It means people
are reading and we are doing our jobs. The
more people get into the issues the more they
are willing to read. However, I keep hearing
things like "the Future isn't controversial
enough," or "the Future doesn't say enough on
student's behalf."

These statements make me wonder if
those people making the remarks are
doing anything themselves. I heard a
phrase once that says the people who
complain the most often do the least. From
what I have experienced in my life this is true.
It's just like the people who don't vote. They
groan about taxes and health care and then
don't even go to the polls.
While the Future is not owned by UCF, it
is still student run and produced. I have a lot of
say in what goes on, as do the other editors. I
know for myself I am not scared to write about
an issue, which may upset some at UCF, and I
am sure others on staff feel the same, but as of

late nothing has annoyed me enough to do so.
The Future isn't censored. It is just like any
other newspaper. I understand the issues I write
about in my opinions articles, and regardless of
whom I annoy I can say just about whatever I
want. Well, whatever I want that falls under the
first amendment and won't get me sued.
Sure I can write about book prices and
tuition being high, but that happens to all of us.
I beg -you all to send me letters of concern if
you think the Future isn't covering some major
issue. Send me a letter to print or better yet
write something yourself. If you complainers
can't get off your butts and do something, then
shut your mouths.

•

•

•

•
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for Student Advantage® members.

25~FF

When you present this coupon and your
Student Advantage card.

When you present this coupon and your
student ID.

0/0

OFF

for non-members vvith student ID.

Only when you purchase between August 31st and November 18th. for travel on September 141h through December 16th.
Name: _______________________________________________

•

Offer valid for select trains only Not valid on unreserved NEC service, Metroliner", Acela Express"", Auto
Train•, Canadian portion of joint AmtrakNIA• service, 7000 & 8000
series Thruway Services, multi-ride fare plans and any other discounts
or promotions. Blackout dates are November 21-28, 2000. Offer nonrefundable after payment is made. Reservations required 14 days in
advance of travel with ticket purchase within 2 days of reservation.
Valid for Business Class and Sleeping Car upon payment of full applicable accommodation charge. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the
National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
TRAVEL AGENTS: Access your GOS for complete details: G/PRO/STU
Sabre: YIPRO/STU. Attach coupon to auditor's coupon; if electronically
reporting, attach to agent coupon. All Travel Agents and Amtrak
Ticketing Agents please return the coupon to: Amtrak Customer
Segmentation, 10 G Street, NE, Washington, DC 20002.

Address: _____________________________________________
City: _____________ state:

E-mail: _____________________________________________
Student Advantage #: _________________________________

Regular Student Advantage discount is 15%

Sentineldefendsuself
I'm sending this in
response to your article in the
Sept. 27, 2000 edition of The
Central Florida Future.
First of all, we are very
excited to have the opportunity
to partner with the University of
Central Florida to provide discounted newspapers to UCF
students. We have worked with
Student Government to identify
distribution points at all campuses that have made papers
available to every student. ·
I'd like to address the
specifics of your article. The
Orl~do Sentinel purchased 20
card reader distribution boxes
for use in this program. The
mechanisms were programmed
to accept the version of the
UCF smart card that was in use
at the time the racks were purchased in July. At the beginning
of this school year a new version of the card was adopted.
This required that the mechanisms be reprogrammed to
accept both versions of the UCF
card. The reprogramming
process requires that the card
readers be removed and be
returned to the manufacturer to
be altered.
Based on the fact that many
students had already become
familiar with the pro.gram and
were somewhat dependent on
the availability of the Sentinel,
we decided to continue delivery
and utilize the boxes temporarily without the mechanisms in
place. As you poin~ed out in
your article,· we have placed
signage on the boxes to indicate
the newspapers are exclusively
for students. Unfortunately not
everyone honors an 'honor box.'
We are in constant contact with
the SGA regarding this situa-·
tion and while it is not possible
to know exactly how many
newspapers have been picked
up by non-students, we have
offered to credit the SGAs subscription account for unauthorized distribution.
The good news is that the
card reader mechanisms have
been reprogrammed and were
.reinstalled on Sept. 29.
UCF is the first university
in the country to initiate the college readership program utilizing smart card reader boxes
throughout campus. Beyond
merely providing newspaper
delivery, we look forward to
working with students and faculty to make the newspaper a
valuable teaching tool in the
classroom. Our hope is that the
Orlando Sentinel can add to the
learning experience for each
UCF student. The Student
Government Association should
be congratulated for their foresight and dedication to providing real benefits to the student

body.
Sincerely,

ARC# 8 554 270 0000 059 0

Mention mde: H059

Zip: _ _ _ __

Letters
to the .FAlffer et,tnt.

. . . ANlTAAKe
studentadvantage.com

www.amtrak.com

··-----------------------------~------•1

Chip Danneker

Consumer Acquisition &
Retention Manager
Orlando Sentinel Communications
Cdanneker@orlandosentinel.com

$ 80,000 tax dollars for strippers
CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WIRTER

When you read the newspaper on a regular basis, you start to
think you have read it all.
Infanticide, police corruption_,
George W. Bush being seriously
considered for the presidency.
Life's harsh reality can easily render a person jaded and apathetic.
But an article which appeared in
the Orlando Sentinel on Sept. 17,
by Rene Stutvman nearly caused
me to have an aneurysm.
The
Sentinel
re~d:
"Investigators posing as 'high
rollers' threw around $44,000
during their six-month undercover investigation of the two
Rachel's clubs, spending most of
the money on things such as
drinks, sex shows and tips to club
managers.
Total
spend~ng,

including personnel costs, has
topped $80,000 according to the
two agencies that conducted the
undercover
probe,
the
Metropolitan
Bureau
of
Investigation in Orange County
and
the
City-County
Investigation
Bureau
in
Seminole."
80,000? As in dollars? How
do law enforcement officials
attempt to justify this expenditure
without breaking into laughter?
How do law enfmcement
officers who witness human
nature's worst manifestations
daily 9n the streets feel about this
gross
waste
of precious
resources?
And for what, to bust some
strip-club managers for quasipimping and a few girls for
engaging in the_ world's oldest
profession?

What a waste of 80,000
bucks which could have been
used for additional crossing
guards at intersections near elementary schools, or $80,000
which could have beeri used to
hire another police officer to
arrest
violent
criminals.
Congratulations law enforcement, you busted consenting
adults who provide other consenting adults with erotic entertainment inside of a private club.
Some of the expenditures.
re~orded in the Sentinel's report
included: "About $15,000 on a
dozen private sex shows dancers having sex with each
other either in a limousine or in
the upstairs VIP section of the
Rachel's club in Casselberry.
According to court records,
agents generally paid each dancer
$700, and tipped the manager

Should BOR allot more monies for UCF expansion?
DARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER,

In determining whether or not the Board of
Regents (BOR) should allot more monies for the
expansion of UCF, one must consider a few
questions: 'What does expansion mean for UCF?'
and 'Is UCF ready for expansion?'
Expansion means more money. Few can
argue with that. The more tuition-paying students we get, the more money UCF makes.
According to the BOR plan, by expanding, UCF
will become one of the ten largest schools in the
country by 2005 with over 40,000 students.
I don't know about most UCF students, but I
don't think UCF is quite ready for such a grand
scale expansion. We currently have well over
30,000 and the number is increasing every year.
Do we have .enough professors at UCF to
support so many students? UCF currently has
just over 1100 full-time and part-time professors.
Do we have enough classrooms? Do we have
enough dorm space?
We all pretty much agree that we don't have
enough parking.
UCF is under construction now and with
new monies from BOR to expand, it will be
under

MORE
ONLINE

-----·

who helped set it up between to begin with. It is taxpayer
money that should have been
$200 and $400."
Apparently in law enforce- used to improve the quality of
ment, the end justifies the means. life for the taxpayers who furIt is ethically acceptable to entice nished it by pursuing rapists,
girls into having sex with each armed robbers, and identity
other by offering them consider- thieves.
able amounts of money, then
Although authorities plan to ·
arresting them for doing so.
ask the presiding judge to order
At the time the article was Rachel's to reimburse them for
printed, the probe had led to 30 the cost of the investigation and
arrests on racketeering, prostitu- subsequent prosecution, there is
tion, drug and money laundering no guarantee that the Judg~ will
charges. Let's just see how many · grant that request, and you can
of those charges result in prose- bet the farm that Rachel's will
cutions and how many prosecu- contest the request. Who knows
tions result in any significant sen- how long the ensuing legal battle
tencing before we celebrate our will drag on, further depleting the
moral victory.
city's economic coffers? There is
Bill Lutz, Director of the no guarantee that the charges will
MBI, was quoted as saying, "The result in convictions, and
way we spent our money, we Rachel's is certain to secure the
spent it appropriately." First of all best legal representation money
Bill, the money was-never yours can buy for their defense.

Make your Vote count at

construction for many more years to come.
The cost of the construetion for new classrooms, dorms, parking, and professors will be
rather steep.
This leads to yet another question: Will the
monies from the BOR be enough to cover all of
this growth?
I, for one, would really rather not have classrooms . with 3,000 people in them like other
Florida schools have, whose fans have apparently forgotten what school they were going to and
still sport their gear at UCF.
Don't get me wrong, I want UCF to live long
and prosper. I also want UCF to remain the great
school that it was when I decided to come here.
The joy of small schools is exactly that: having
smaller classes. UCF is certainly not small, but
the ambience is one where your professors may
actually learn who you are.
Growth is inevitable. UCF will grow
because people know we are a great university.
When it all comes down to it, the BOR
should give UCF monies, lots of monies, because
we deserve it. Hey, I know it takes qioney to
make money. UCF, however, should start 'by
keeping it up to date and up to speed and making
more room for the carloads, busloads, plane and
trainloads of folks that are going to keep coming.

www.UCFfuture.com
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Last week we want~d to know if y~ thought banning the use of
cell phones while driving was the sensible thing to do. Here is what
·
you told us:

No way! Don't outJaw it. How would t ever live without talking on the
phone while I drive?
(21.7%)
It is

danger~us to talk on them and drive, but that is my choice.
(26.1%)

People should pull over if they want to talk on the phone. That would
be much safer. (3Q.4%)

Outlaw it. It Is getting people killed everyday. (2 I.7%)
C).

No Opinion. (0%)
l>

It was close.but you all showed us that you fe'el quite strong about the
subject. Next weel< we will be inquiring as to 'How do you feel about
the pregame 'swordplay' show be at the beginning of home games?'

What do vou thinll? You can voice vou opinions on OUR opinions,
iust log on to www.UCFfuture.com
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Insipid thoughts:

GRAY

Extra crispy, or original recipe SGA?
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Does anyone have any clue as to
what Colonel Sander's 11 secret spices
are? Sure we all know that thousand-

...

PHaro BY FERN'EY VALENClA

Colonel Sanders keeps his recipes to him·
self.
island dressing is the secret sauce on the
Big Mac, but what 11 spices is that old
man Sanders hiding from us?
···································~····~·

How do you really know if you're
getting extra cheese when you order a
pizza with 'extra cheese?' rm going to
order one with and one without 'extra
cheese' one day just to find out.

.•••.•....•......•.....•••••..••••..••.•..

•

•

Why is it that Edy's Ice Cream has
designed University of Florida, and
Florida State University ice creams, and
left UCF out? Are the Golden Knight's
just not good enough for you Edy?
Maybe Ben & Jerry will take care of us.
What do you call those little tl;lings at
the end of shoe laces? You know, the

MORE
ONLINE:

•

CHRISTOPHER ZAPATIER

things that make it possible to tlITead
your laces through the holes. And what
company makes these things?
Why are there so many towns and
cities in Florida that start with 'Winter?'
Winter Springs, Winter Garden, Winter
Park... There's no Winter in Florida. Are
there towns in the the north, say in
Maine, that start with Summer. Summer
Town, Summer-ville, Summer Springs?

Why is there always one roommate
in a group sharing an apartment that has
no idea how to clean? I'm sorry your
mommy is not here to wipe your butt and
clean up after you. Those of us who are
responsible should not have to do your
dishes and clean up after you and your
frat brothers though. "Bitter, party of
one, your table now available."

...............••...........•.......•..•.
UCF's Senate recently passed $4,500
for CEL's annual Etiquitte Dinner that
teaches students how to interact in a business dinner situation. This on top of the
$8,000 they we're budgeted from SG at
the beginning of the year. An $&00 'Portion of the $4,500 is for dance, insti'uc:tion. Who dances at a business diltner .for
heaven's sake? And why is it $11,78lfor
a chicken dinner? It must be some kind of
gold plated chicken.
···············~··············~···········

If you're getting a fish out of a fishtank, can you say you're 'fishing a fish out
of the fish-tank?' .

For more of Adam s questions, check out
www.UCFfulure.com and search for Insipid Thoughts

MA'l''l'ERS

One Nation
Minority scholarships, hate-crime laws, black fraternities, Political Correctness,
what do these things have in common? They are exclusive institutions and concepts that
delay and retard the coagulation of the various nationalities, races, ethnicities and cultures within the United States. Rather than homogenize the ingredients in the melting
pot, they ensure the various elements remain disparate by constantly labeling, advertising, and accentuating their differences. And they do this under the guise of celebrating
and preserving nationally/racially/ethnically/culturally unique traits rather than exploiting them.
I am Hispanic. I am first generation born in this country from a Jong line of
Ecuadorians. I am proud of my heritage, and I am proud to have been raised in a closeknit, family-oriented nuclear family. I maintain that pride by retaining fluent 5panish in
my vocabulary, practicing Spanish customs at home and visiting the land of my forefathers whenever the opportunity arises. But 1 consider myself an American.
This country allowed my father, who was raised on a ranch. in the Amazon, to get
an education and gain employment opportunities, which never would have been available to him in the third-world banana republic where he was born, and ultimately to realize the American dream. This country has allowed me the freedom to read, watch, say
and think whatever I please without fear of prosecution or persecution. It has also afforded me the opportunity to pursue higher education rather than mandatory conscription,
and guaranteed me a redress of grievances against authorities and institutions of government who abuse their power.
They say that by 2015, Hispanics will be the single largest ethnic group in America.
It would behoove us to come together not as Puerto Ricans, Brazilians or Dominicans,
but as Americans of Latin descent. I believe, as do my expatriate parents, that it is the
obligation of those who immigrate to America to truly immigrate to America.
This does not mean that you must renounce. your Cuban, _Mexican, Argentinean, etc.
heritage; this simply means that it is incumbent upon you to assimilate into society and
love this country. A great place to start would be by voting and learning the language.
This is not the America of the early twentieth century, when immigrants dreamed of living in the land of freedom and opportunity until the day they arrived at Ellis Island; this
is the America of the early twenty-first century, where everyone is a hyphenated
American and political correctness demands respect (at minimum tolerance) for everyone's culture except for that of the established ·ruling class. This is the America of today,
where uneducated, unskilled immigrants pour into America not to break their backs
uplifting it, but to exploit its resources. The behavior of Miami's Cuban Community during the Elian Gonzalez circus of absurdity is a case in point. After Attorney General
Janet Reno ordered the mission, which returned a quasi-kidnapped Elian to his father,
"Cuban-Americans" protested in the streets, burned American flags and defamed our
President.
Only in America will you ever see a group of people who abandoned their impoverished, autocratic, communist nation, rallying in the streets against the very country that
gives them the freedom to do so.
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Hours of Operation
Monday - Thursday 8:00am · 1O:OOpm
Friday
8:00am · 3:00pm
Sunday
2:00pm .. 8:00pm

Phone: 407.823.2197
Location: MOD 608
located behind the
Communications Building

Visit our website: http://reach.ud.edu/#uwc

UCF students received a much needed reality check "I get so angry about this that I actually begin to lacfrom political and social commentator Lewis Black last tate!"
Monday night. He is best known for his ranting and ragIn the calm after the storm that was Lewis Black's
ing "iri a segment [they] call 'Back in Black"' on
Comedy Central's "The Daily Show." Black was invited therapy session for UCF students, The Man himself was
to UCF by the Campus Activities Board (CAB) kind enough to sign a ton of autographs backstage for
Speakers Committee to share his comedic observations adoring fans. In another bout of extreme kindness, Mr.
about life, ignorance and politics in the Grand Pegasus · Black agreed to be interviewed. Here is an excerpt of our
Ballroom. Only 1,500 lucky students were able to attend conversation:
the comedian'.s rousfog performance due to the
Ballroom's capacity limitations. Many of Black's fans What's something about life in general that you
were turned away at the door. The back of the room was think our readers should know, since you seem to
completely crammed with standing room only patrons have such a firm grip on reality?
after the seats were filled and even more people were sitting on the floor in front of the stage, making this a fab- · ~ewis Black: "Well, thank you. I think that ·there's no
reason to get married by the time you're 22 'cause
ulous turnout for this free, CAB sponsored event.
Those in the audience not familiar with Black's rigid, you're gonna live to be 180. They'll be harvesting
dry and brutally honest sense of humor got a wake up organs by the time you guys are that old."
call that night as he got up on stage at 8:20 p.m. He
shares his take on many different subjects in his unique What do you think of our campus?
are-you-sure-this-man-doesn't-have-high-blood-pressure style of delivery.
LB: "It's nice, really nice, but it looks like it was built
last Thursday."
Lewis Black on college education:
"What night is it, Monday? You f*ckers should be study- You've worked with Craig Kilborn and Jon Stewart,
ing!"
which one did you enjoy working with more?
On UCF's location:
"What else can you do here but study and get liquored LB: "I enjoy working with Jon more because he's a
up?"
friend and also a comedian, so he gets it. Kilborn was
On US customs:
good, but Kilborn could only read copy and that's his
"Our country doesn't have a culture, our country has problem. But he was great for that role; he was the per'Survivor!'" ·
fect guy. He looks the way you should look."
Lewis' take on the Evolution vs. Creationism debate:
"We have fossils . F*ck you, we win."
Where and when can your fans see you next?
And his opinions of the presidential race and politics
today:
LB: "On October 11, I'll be on 'Late Night with Conan
"George W. has bad ideas, Al Gore has no ideas." and
O'Brien.' There's 8.1.so a movie I wrote called The Deal

playing on the Sundance Channel. Check out
LewisBlack.net for other upcoming events."
_Sure, some audience members may have felt accosted by this brilliant commentator's sharp words, but overall a good time was had by all. What makes his such a
memorable show, even if you don't agree with his
extreme views, is his passionate, vein-bursting delivery.
Be .sure to check out his official website at
www:LewisBlack.net for -more about where to see him
next. If you 're a really big fan, follow the link on this
page to the cool unofficial fan site.
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As it stands in
the movie industry
today, there are cerDAVID TAYLOR
tain rules that must
STAFF WRITER
and always will be
followed by major
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,
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' ,,
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Briefly, Remember the Titans is :'.{ true st
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.1970s, T.C. Willi~ 'fligh
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able football equivalent
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Imagine

an internship with one
of the most exciting ~ompanies in
the world. Where friendships grow.
Opportunities are made. Futures begin.
One experience - a thousand reasons why.
The Walt Disney World College Program. ·

Get ready to Dream It Up!
Attend the presentation for
more info and to interview.
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Experimental Music?

He'• cool.
He's clean.

KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WRITER

In the era of modern day music, anyone with a computer is able
to put something together that ·sounds somewhat like a song.
Mephisto Odyssey is one of those bands that harnesses this technology and uses it to create their music out of the frustration for the
death of '80s rock.
The members -- producer/songwriter Mikael Johnston, DJ Josh
Camacho, songwriter/producer/guitarist/audio craftsman Orpheos
Dejournette and sampler Barrie Eves -- claim that Mephisto Odyssey
was born as a result of Johnston's dream of owning a computer.
When he followed that dream, a new form of music, a cross between
Fatboy Slim, Radiohead and the Beastie Boys, was born.
Their major-label debut, The Deep Red Connection, uses several
traditional music styles, such as reggae, rap and string arrangements
and combines them with various sounds and beats. There's a lot of
vocal help provided by such names as Angelcat, Jamalski, Paula
Frazer and the well-known Static-X.
As you listen to this CD, it's almost as if another CD comes on
after each song. It opens slowly with the annoying and repetitive
song "Some Kinda Freak," which, obviously, repeats the phrase
"Everybody is some kinda freak" over and over again to the sound of
a consistent techno background. The next song is "I'm The Man,"
which is mixed cleverly with strong beats and fun sounds. The
vocals, however, are flat and without style.
The album's strong points are found in the dance music of "Sexy
Dancer" and "Red Drums," both of which are excellently put together. They remind you a lot of the music you would hear walking into
The Gap or other stores at a mall.
Mephisto Odyssey's true accomplishment on their debut is found
in the haunting ballad "Wish." Although the lyrics are simple, there
is an impressive arrangement of instruments including a cello,
Rhodes piano, string arrangement, acoustic guitar and drums. Paula
Frazer's guest vocals are reminiscent of Lorena McKennirt's style:
very smooth and airy.
All in all, this album comes recommended if you are into experiencing various types of bland techno and styles so modem they
haven't.been named yet. However, if you're looking for a CD to just
sit and listen to, don't end your search here.

E~~~AI),
BRIAN PICKARD
STAFF WRITER

Continuing in my quest to get people to recognize Florida
music, I decided to review a Florida band's CD instead of the usual
national CDs that every other newspaper publication is reviewing.
The Central Florida Future should have something different and
something original, and that's what I bope to contribute.
Every now and then, a CD comes along that just blows everything else out there away. South Florida's The Agency has been
making music for years, but their latest effort, Engines, has to be
one of the best CDs ever recorded. The album features ten songs of
purely emotional rock with truly amazing lyrics. Fiddler Records
released it in the early spring of this year, and has been independently promoting it ever since. Fiddler Records is also the label
that gave the now giant A New Found Glory their first two albums.
Starting off with a track called "Zero," the listener knows he or
she is in for an incredible experience. With lyrics that are more
poetic than some of the best poetry out there and talented musicianshlp, The Agency are one of the best bands in their genre.
Often compared to Rush and The Police, this rock band from
Miami has hard work ethics, playing tons of shows to get their
music out there. The third track on the CD, "Single File Line," is
one of my favorite songs on there. It has great harmonies and a
I
really catchy tune.
It's almost hard for me to describe the type of music they play.
It's just talented, great songwriting, and the songs will be stuck in
your head for days. Guaranteed. There are four members of the
band: Mike Marsh (drums and vocals), Chris Dreuke (bass and
vocals), Klaus Ketelhon (guitar and vocals) and Chris Carrabba
(second guitarist on this recording). They now have a new second
guitarist playing with them named John Owens.
In my opinion, the best song on the entire CD is track number
nine, "Lost and Found." The song is brilliant as far as the music
goes, and the listener can actually feel the emotion and energy they
felt while playing it in the studio. The only song that isn't quite as
good as the others is the closing track, "Closing Time." The song
is OK, but it doesn't pack that punch like the last track on a CD
should.
Overall, I can't complain, it's still one of the most hard-rocking
albums I've heard to this day. Check out their website at
www.theagencyrocks.com, and if you get the chance, contact them
and order a CD for yourself.
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• Confidential
• Affordable

Joan Liberman L.C.S.W.

(407) 810-5423

Frank: Fine L.MH.C., N.C.C.
(407) 252-3644
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Get Culturea with
UCF Music
LISA DURRANCE
STAFF WRITER

11764 K CotMial
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(til TRYING TO HIDE?
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The UCF Department of Music is keeping busy this semester with numerous events
and performances that include both the talented UCF music faculty and students as
well as visiting artists. Whether you are looking for large ensembles or soloists, the
Department of Music has it all, and their fall season promises to be quite entertaining.
The UCF Orchestra and Chorus will be joining members of the Orlando Opera in
October to perform L'Enfant et les Sortileges ("The Enchanted. Child"), ~ French
Opera about a mischievous child. In the opera, the child misbehaves and as a result,
items in his room and garden come to life to scold him for his insubordination to his
mother. The child continues to be a hassle until it harms a squirrel and realizes its foolish behavior.
The opera will not be fully staged (meaning it won't have major sets or costumes),
but should still be very enjoyable for the audience due to the comical nature of the
characters and show. Also, if you aren't too familiar with French, there will be English
translations displayed over the stage. During dance sequences and instrumental
breaks, the translations will tum into a slide _show coordinated with the music.
L'Enfant et les Sortileges will be performed on Oct. sixth and eighth and admission
is $5 for UCF students and $10 for everyone .else. It will be perfonned at St. Luke's
1\1ethodist Church on the sixth at 8 p.m. and at Trinity Preparatory School on the
eighth at 3 p.m. If you would like to learn more about the opera or the UCF Orchestra,
please contact Mr. John Whitney at (407) 823-2863.
·
The Marching Knights have also been busy entertaining the crowd at the UCF
home football games, and they have even more excitement planned for the rest of the
season. Coming up at the Eastern Kentucky Game (Oct. 14), is Trumpet Day. Around
5 trumpet players will come from around the state to join the band during halftime.
In aqdition, famous trumpeter Vince DiMartino will join the Marching Knights and
will be fe~tured throughout the show.
Farther i. to the future, the Marching Knights will perform at the UCF
Homecoming Game the away game at Alabama and the final game against Virginia
Tech. They will do a s ortened version of their Motown Show (recently performed at
the William and Mary game) in Alab~a, and for the finale they will perform a "best
of' show featuring the highlights of the 2000 Marching Knights season.
UCF also has many other ensembles that hold performances throughout the year. If
classical music is your thing, then you will want to attend the UCF Wind Ensemble
concert Nov. 19 at 7:00 p.m. in the Visual Arts Building Auditorium. Or the UCF
Orchestra Concert on Dec. first at 7:30 p.m. also in the Visual Arts Building. However,
if jazz is more to your liking, then you won't want to miss the jazz concert on Nov. 16
that will feature the UCF Big Band. Admission is free to everyone at these performances.
The Department of Music also features several small ensembles throughout the
semester that are performed by the faculty. They have a variety of ensembles such as
a woodwind quintet,~ piano trio, solos, duets and other trios. In addition to these performances, they host visiting artists as well. These artists include Mr. James Rodak, a
saxophone player from the US Naval Academy Band and Mr. William Takacs, a trumpet player.
All of these performances can be found at the UCF Rehearsal Hall and are free to
UCF students with a current ID card (admission is $10 per person otherwise). For
more iIJ.formation on the performances, visit the Department of Music Office in
Colboum Hall (previously the Fine Arts and Humanities building) in room 205 or call
them at (407) 823-2869.
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Aries (March 21-April 19): You're an independent
type, but this week the lesson is to get along with
others. A rush order at work dominates Monday
and Tuesday. It could thwart your travel plans, too.
Perseverance gets an important message through. A
new idea you try out on Wednesday or Thursday
may not work as well as you'd hoped. Fix it quickly. An authori~y figure is probably watching. The
heat's on the latter part of the week, but you can
find ways to relax. Your sweetheart and friends
would love to keep you entertained all weekend.
Try not to get into too much trouble.

need, however. Don't argue with your significant
other about insignificant details on Wednesday. It's
not worth the trouble. Although Thursday's full of
complications, the overall outcome should be good
if you finish what you've been doing. There's work
to be done from Friday through the weekend.
Travel might get squeezed in there, too. Watch for
the opportunity and sneak out when you can. Watch
what you say this weekend, though, even to a friend
you know and trust. The ll!mor could get back to a
co-worker differently than you intended and cause
trouble. Keep the stories about work to yourself a
while longer.

on Tuesday, but try not to spend too much money.
You can't avoid the tough tasks on Wednesday.
From then throµgh Friday, push hard to catch up.
On Friday you might get an expert's help. Delegate
whatever you can to a professional, if necessary.
Over the weekend let your partner do the driving.
That's what he or she wants to do, anyway.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You may feel like you're
stuck between a rock and a hard place Monday and
Tuesday. The overall outcome looks positive. DoY't
be intimidated; that will just make the job take
longer. A conflict with an authority figure ,
Wednesday or Thursday could make you feel ?ItXious. You're being tested to see if you o .. nandle
more responsibility. Show you're calf"l under pressure, and you'll make a ?~at impression. Meanwhile, clear some spacP tor arush order coming in on Friday. SaturddY and Sunday are busy,
too. If you can make what you need instead of buying it, you'll be h::Jppier with the results.

Taurus (April 20-May 20): A financial deal you're
working on Monday and Tuesday is loaded with Cancer (June 22-July 22): You might make a profvariables. You can make a killing at this, but only if itable trade on Monday. Be willing to get rid of
you know what you're doing. In other words, only something you don't use anymore. You can see
what needs to be cut on Tuesday and Wednesday.
gam~le on a sure thing. Advise your sweeth~art or
a child against spending too much on Wednesday. The next problem is getting your co-workers to go
You niight be the one who picks up the tab if you 're along with your plan. Facts will help your argunot careful. Something that looks like a disaster on ment. your partner may be in a grumpy mood
Thursday could tum out well. In an ironic twist of .Wednesday, so try to be extra nice on Thursday. By
fate, love triumphs. Altl;iough the boss may not Friday you may be discussing a household item 6 Libra (Sepe. 23-0ct. 23): Travel is confusing on
make up his or her mind until later this weekend, or a new house 6 you'd like to buy together. If Monday and Tuesday. You can make it through, but
your chances of getting more money are good if you're going to do something that big, do more probably not without white knuckles. The overall
you put in the request on Friday. Meanwhile, try to research over the weekend. By Sunday you'll be (llltcome's positive Wednesday and Thursday, too.
keep your mate and your folks from fighting. If looking for something quite different than what you Keep that in mind when you start to feel overwhelmed. Also, keep a secret. From mid-Friday
were looking for on Saturday.
they don't get along, you're the one who loses.
through the weekend, most things get easier.
Gemini (May 21-June 21): Everybody's trying to Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): You're most interested in Strangely, something you thought was simple could
tell you what to do on Monday and Tuesday. A .your social life on Monday. Work intetferes with get tangled, and something you thought was too
friend from far away gives you the information you your pleasure. You could make a good connection
CONTINUED ON PAGE 21
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Get More Than a Test Score
Get Back Your Life
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:f~'E'E of Cliarge

• 'l#itten Sefj-'fest for 'Depression
• Screeninfi Interview witli 9vfenta£
!lfea!tli Professionaf
• 'Educational Presentation

LOCAL
DEPRESSION
SCREENING
INFORMATION

• Coss of pfeasure
_{!Y
• feeungs of sadness, liopkssness'.c
Counseling and Testing Center
wortfikssness
(next door ·to orientation office)
• clianges in sCeeping and eo~rifi patterns
• imta6ifity, an;rjousneP' restkssness
1o:oo am - 3:30 pm
• ina6ility to concev ~ate
• fatigue or Coss f energy
Sponsored by:
• une;rpfainp:rac,/ies and pains
The Counseling & Testing Center
• tliougfi. Of ieatli or suicide
4

Op;'ession is an illness and
~rtective treatments are available

Marines

Phone: 823-2811

Or call Toll Free 1-800-573-4433

The Few. The Proud.

Mf\RINE OFFICER .. .

..... ,.

Visit Capfoin Jackson Reese ot Gunnery Sergeant Mory Flecher on Ottober 10.
at the South Patio/Student Union Bldg. from 10:00 om -2:00 pr
or call toll free 1-800-270-9874 ext 17-15.

,,,,.;·

National Depression Screening Day is a program·of the
National Mental Illness Project

T-Boz Stops Touring
Ryan • and
Crowe
Tionne "T-Boz" Watkins of TLC has announced
Togetier Down Under
sprtly after her split
that she will no longer tour with the group. T-Boz
with Dennis Quaid, Meg
has been struggling with sickle cell anemia and is
Ryan set her sights on
now pregnant. With her fragile state of health, TRussell Crowe. The couBoz told the Associated Press that touring is, "not
ple met last March on the
healthy, not good and not smart." She made her
set of their movie Proof
decision to quit touring after the group taped a
of Life. Recently, the two
pay-per-view special at the end of their 2000
went to Australia for a .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;;;;------·~~~--... Fanmail Tour. According to the AP, T-Boz·said as
couple of weeks where
soon as her performance ended she went to the
Kathie Lee Won't Go Away
they enjoyed all the excitement Kathie Lee Gifford is beginning to make guest appear- hospital. A spokesman for LaFace Records says that
surrounding the Olympics in ances on talk shows to promote her new pop CD Heart TLC will tour again. Either way T-Boz isn't staying
Sydney. Since Ryan's split of a Woman. One show that Kathie Lee won't be out of the studio. Her solo single "My Getaway" will
from her nine-year marriage, appearing on is her former home "Live!" Regis Philbin appear in the November Rugrats In Paris movie.
the couple has been 1aying low. and producer Michael Gelman have said no to Kathie
However, photos of them hold- Lee's requests to appear on the show. Regis ' ratings Who Wants to be a Millionaire?
ing hands and kissing are showing up everywhere. have gone up 26 percent since Kathie Lee has left. Former Playboy Playmate of the Year Anna Nicole
Quaid was . the first to file for divorce on July 11. Gifford is also gaining approval since she left "Livel" Smith, 32, was awarded $449.7 million by a federal
Ryan's filed for divorce shortly after. Both claim She has just landed a role in a TV movie called b~ptcy judge in Los Angeles. The money was her
"irreconcilable differences." They hope to have joint "Spinning Out of Control. Kathie Lee will play a claim . to the estate of her late husband, billionaire
custody of their eight year old son Jack Henry.
troubled sitcom star. The movie will appear on E! with Texas oilman J. Howard Marshall. His overall assets
are an estimated $1.6 billion. The couple was married
Howie Mandel as her costar.
Houston Has A Problem
in 1994 when he was 89 and she was a 26-year-old
Last January, singer/songwriter diva Whitney Houston Combs' Court Criticisms
stripper. Marshall died a year later. Smith's attorney,
had her bags seized at Keahole-Kona International Rapper Sea.n "Puffy" Combs was in Manhattan Philip Boesch Jr., told the AP that his client was "very
Airport in Hawaii, after it was discovered that they Supreme Court for trial on a weapons charge. N_ew pleased" with the judge's rulcontained 15.2 grams of marijuana. Houston now York Daily News reports that Combs was criticized for ing, which "puts the matter
faces misdemeanor drug charges. Her arraignment his behavior in court. Assistant Manhattan District to rest." Smith's battle for
date is Oct. 26. If convicted Houston could get up to Attorney Matthew Bogdanos criticized Combs for his her late husband's money
30 days in jail and a $1,000 fine. Officials are asking tardiness (by four minutes), suggesting that he should was
with
Marshall's
that she tum herself in before then or they may issue a be put in jail if he is late again. Bogdanos was also youngest son, E. _Pierce
warrant for her arrest. Deputy prosecutor Charlene upset with Combs for wearing sunglasses before the Marshall. He said yesterlboshi told sources that if Houston pleads guilty then · judge. "I apologize for being late," said Combs. "It day's verdict was a "miscareverything could be handled through paperwork and won't happen again." The start of the trial is set for riage of justice" and swore
Houston wouldn't have to make an appearance in Jan. 2. Comb's attorney, Benjamin Brafman, said the he would appeal.
co11!1. A spokeswoman for Houston said, "At this time sunglasses were "none of Mr. Bogdano's business." ·
we are unable to comment."
II
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Dear Sexpert,
I am a freshman who lives in a dorm and it sucks. My
roommate and bis girlfriend keep me awake at night by having sex in bis bed when they think I'm asleep. They always
wake me up with the noises they make. I don't want them to
think I'm some kinda pervert by not. telling them I'm awake,
but at the same time I don't want to interrupt. What usually
ends up happening is that they exhaust themselves and pass
out and I finally get to sleep around 3 a.m. Four times a week
(sometimes more) this happens! I don't want to rat him out,
he's an ok guy, but I am going to flunk if I keep missing my 8
a.m. cl~. I'm pretty· sure she's. not supposed to be in our
room .past 10 p.m., but if they got in trouble, he would know
it was me who sold him out. Help!!

•
Health Professions Division Ann.u al Op

.
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•

Sunday, October 15, 1-5 p.m., at NSU's Health Professions D1 ·
3200 S. University Drive, Ft. Lauderdale (Davie)

•

Meet faculty, admissions and financial aid advisors and learn about our programs:
-. Osteopathic Medicine
•P~cy

•Optometry
•Dentistry
• Physician Assistant

--NOVA-SOUTHEASTERN
u .•
T y
V

E

R

S

•Occupational Therapy
•Physical Therapy
(S. Florida & in Israel)
• Public Health
•Biomedical Sciences

If you cannot attend, or for more information and an application, please call

•

toll free 800-356-0026, ext. 1101, er visit our Web site at www.nova.edu
Nova Southeastern University admits students 'o f any race, color, and national or ethnic origin.

•

Nova Southeastern Universify is accredited by the COmmission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane,
Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097; Telephone number 404-679-4501) to award bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctOral degrees.

-Losing Sleep, male, 18

.. ·

Dear Losing Sleep,
Why don't you try to tell them when they wake you up? Are
you afraid he won't like you or he'll think you're trying to "cockblock" him? Trust me when I say that your roommate (and his
girlfriend) would rather not have ·you as an audience, and they
would appreciate you telling them that their moans and bed
squeaks _are driving you nuts. I wouldn't approach both of them
at the same time, I think you should tell your roommate when
he's alone. You might. want to leave out the number of times
you've. been awake for their raunchfest to avoid sounding "perverted. 1' . Just ask him if there's anything you can do to give them
more time with the room to themselves so that they're not forced
to fornicate in front of you. If he says that anything like "we will
just try to be more quiet" or the ever popular "if you had a girlfriend, you would understand," you need.to kick it up a n~tch and
threaten to tell the RA about this disturbance.
But just in case they are exhibitionists who prefer it if you 're
there to hear their romps, and they won~t stop it, here are some
creative (albeit last resort) solutions to your rather common problem.
*Mood-Be-Gone Tactic One: · Sprinkle itching powder
between your roommates sheets and even in his underwear drawer. Who could get busy when he's scratching himself like a junkyard dog? '
*Mood-Be-Gone Tactic Two: Get photocopies ofhis parent's
photos (and even some other old, authoritative non-sexy people's
pictures) and plaster the ceiling above his bed with them. Anyone
who still wants some lovin' after seeing pies like these is just sick.
*Mood-Be-Gone Tactic Three: Go to the Student Health
Centet and get pamphlets on everything from STD contraction to
teen pregnancy and abortion. Proceed to place them strategically
throughout your dorm room (on his desk, bed, dresser, etc.). This
is an easy and sure-fire way t<;> get them to think twice .before
exchanging bodily fluids and waking you up.
*Mood-Be-Gone Tactic Four: Crank up your stereo Gust loud
enough for them to hear, not the whole building) and play a "positive hits" station. Hearing the preachings of various holy rollers
while trying to· commit cardinal sin numero uno should fizzle
things out quicJrnr than you can say "struck by a bolt of lightening."
Keep in mind that your roommate is ilot that big of a moron.
He will know what you are trying to do. , He may be pissed_, but
at least you didn't take it to higher powers and have him reprimanded for his impolite actions. Ancf you will finally get some
much needed shut-eye.

•

DR/NI

•

Go to so11hwes1.coll/drinllupt1J1ree.ht111
to see ii 1ou·re a •NEB!

•

•

1. Detach Official Came Piece from Coca-Cola bottle/can.
2. Co to southweslcom/drinkupflyfree.hbnl and hold your
Official Came Piece up to the Official Decoder Cameboard
on-saeen.•
3. Hyour Offidal Game Piece reveals a winning messaie,
you win the prize specified (subject to verifimion).
See Official Rules for daim info.

c

'If you do nat have inlemet aa:ess and would like ID find out if your game piece a>ntains a wimins message. mail your entR oripnal Olli<ial Gime Piece {airer making a copy for your records to submit
upon lelp!5I) llong with a plain pece m3• 1'5" p..,er on which you line hnf printed your mmplee ~ school address, zip code, day and Mning phone numbers, as weU as your home lddress, zip
code I phone number, to: ~Mrines "Drink Up! log On! Ayfleer Claim!, P.O. llof4932, Blair, NE 68009-4932, to be recei'led by 11/20/2000. timitone game piece perenwelope. ONLY
WINNEll$ Will llECl!M A llSfONSE.
~MlllllfS •.._ll'IUlllGI! R.YFREEl"ammMB
OfflCIAl. llllW Ill NICllASI IEmMY
.
1. llDW ITWllllD: Olficial Game Pilc:ls wilbealliMc!ID12 oz. cansllld20 oz. botllesoleoc.f.oladasslc, available wllileSllPPlles list. lnspeciaJ!y-rnafbvernfmg mad1lnas onpalliclpalingsclloolcampUS1S(lllld via Rultl-l). lfyuurcan or
boltlt does oot have a s1i:bf aflind, or If your stillr contains any n-. o4her lflan Slated below In Rule 12, c:ontJins 1he wonls 'ORINK COKE PLAY AGAIN", or Is blank. you aia not ellglble ID claim a prilll. Z. HOW TO PlAY: • Btoinf1lng
12:111 am (ET) on Ml2«Kl lllrouGh 11:.59 pm 1£1)_ on \IV.ll/21Dl, Yisll SOll1hwesl.~I and hold your OfficQI Game Piecl up ID the Oflldal Decodtr Garneboard on-screen. II yuur Of&lal Game Piece rMils !ht wards
'WINNER! R.Yf!IEE!" yuu win 1 pairolflMBllHrip coadl SOllthweslAirfines wudlers. If yourGarne PillCI rwealstlle Wllflls 'WINNER! DRINK UPl"you win a coupon rldeemablelor al!te6-padc of 12 oz. cansoleoc.<:ola CiaSsic. ClAJMS
SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION. See Rule 13 to claim aprtzt. • nyou do not hM access ID the lnl!mll and would lib ID find oot If your game piect corl1ains awiMlng message, mall your entire Driglnal Official Game Piece (after making acopy !or
your records ID submit upon request) alolla with aplain piect ol 3' x5' paper on which YoU have hand plinled your comp!N name, scliool addrm. zip code, da'f and Ml1infl phooe numbers, as well as your home addniss, zlp code & phone
number, In: Coca~ Airlines Drlric Up! IJJg Onl l1y Freel" Claims, P.O. Box 4932, Blair, NE 6800!M932, to be ~ by 11/20/2000. Limit one pme piece per envelope. ONLY WINNERS Will RECEIVE ARESPONSE. 3. llER£1
HOW TO Cl.MM APRllE: To claim, mall your llltira ortgi1al Olftcial Game Piece along with aplain piece of 3' x5' paper on whldl you have hand printed your complere name, school address, zip code, da'f and evening phone numbeB, as Wiii as
your home address, zip code & phone number, ID: Coca-Coll/Southwest Airlines 'Drink Upl log On! Fly frle!" Claims, P.O. Box 4932, Blair, NE 6800!M932, to be raved by 11l20/2000. SOUTHWEST AIRLINES TICt<ET ClAJMS MUST BE
SENT VIA REGlSlEREO MAIL ONLY. Free product claims ITrlf be sent via first-dass mall. Umtt one cJaJm per envelope. 4. llO PUllCllASE 11ECESSARY TO PLAY: For afree Chance ID play, !land print your complete name, sc1ioo1 address, zip
code, day and evening phone numbeB, as well as YDUr home address, zip cede &phone number, on aplaln piece of 3'x5' paper and mail, with firs1-tlass postage affixed, to: Coca-Cola/Southwest Airlines ·onnk Upl Log Onl Fly F1881' Requests,

(

0

P.O. Box 4934, Blalr, NE 6800!MS34, ID be received by 1ll20l2000. Limit one request per envelope. ONLY WINNERS Will RECEIVE ARESPONSE. 5. VBllflCATIOM: All claims are sub~ ID verification. Decisions of tile judges 2111 linal. All
mal!rial Sllbmitted becomes tile sole property of The ~la Company and will II()! be returned. Aey Sticlalr which Is illeflible, mutilated, altered, duplicated, tampered with, contains printing, typographical, machanical or other errors. was no1
obtained legitimately or was distributed where prohlbittd by law, is null and void. In the ewnt of a printing error or irregular stlcbr, neil!Hir The Ceca-COia Company, Coca-cola bottlers, participating retailern, nor their respective agents and
agencies shall have any liability. If, due to a printing, productiOn or otller error, more winning stickers are distributed, or more pri2!S are claimed than are intended to be awarded !or any prize level according to Rule #Ii, the intended prizes will be
awarded in a random drawing from among all verified prize claims received lor that prize level. In no event will sponsor be obligated to award more tllan tlle stated number of prizes. Not responsible for late, lost, damaged, incomplete, illegible,
p~ due, misdirected mail, ora faulty or mislransaibed phone/e-mail transmission, technical hanlware or software failures of any killd, lost or unavailable network connections, or failed, incomplete, garbled or delayed computer transmission
wh~ may limlt a users ability to participate in the promotion. Sponsor reserves the light ID cancel or modily the promotron ff fraud or technical failures destroy its integrity as determined by Sponsor/game agency, in its sole discretion. II the
promotion is so canceled, only prizes to which any announced winners are entitled as ol tlle date of canceJlalion will be awarded. 6. APPROX. I OF AVAILABLE PIUZfS, APPROX. RETAIL VALUES I APPROX. ODDS OF WINlllM6 INSTANnY
(UICIAIMED/UNREOEtMED PRIZES WIU NOT BE AWARDED): (70) Grand Prizes - Apair ol round·trtp Southwest Air1ines tickets valid for travel ID/from any deslination within tlle continental United States serviced by Southwest Airlines ($800
ptr pair), 1:21,428; (6,000) Acoupon redeemable !or afree &-pack ol 12 oz. cans of Coca-Cola classic (up to $2.49 ea.), 1:250. limit one Grand Prize per household. Prizes consist of only those Items specifirally listed as part of tlle prize. 7.
GENERAL RULES: Game starts on or about 9/112000 and will be generally available in specially-mar1ced vending machines until 1Oil512000 or while supplies last Game open only to students enrolled in participating schools. Employees of The
Cota-Coia Company, its bottlern, Olf2Com, their affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising and promotion agencies, suppliers and Uie families of each are not efigible. Void where prohibited by law. No substitution or transfer of prize permitted. Ali
federal, state and local taxes are tlle sole responsibility of winner. All federal, state and local laws and regulations apply. Potential Grand Prize winners must sign and return an Affidavit of Eligibility/Release of Liability within 15 days of
notification. Noncompliance witliin tllis time period may result in disqualification. Re!!Jm of any prize/prize notifii:ation as undeliverable will result in disqualification. Ail travelers must possess required travel documents (e.g. valid photo ID) prior
to departura. If a minor wins a Grand Prize, prize will be awarded in the name of a parant or leOal guardian who must accompany minor on trip. Travel is subject to availability and certain blackout datts may apply. Travel must be completed
within one year ol nolilicatlon. The Coca-COia Company and its bottlers reserve tlle right to substitute prize of equal or greater value. Acceptance of prize constitutes permission to the sponsor and its agencies to use winner's name and/or
Hkeness for purposes of advertising and trade Without lurtller compensation, unless prolliblted by law. By parllcipating in this promotion, entrants agree to be bound by Uie Official Rules and the decisions ol lhe judges. By accepting prize,
winners agree to hold sponsors, their respectr.ie directors. officem, employees an~ assigns, harmless agains1 any and all claims and liability arising out of use of prize. Winners assume all liability for any lnju~ or damage caused, or claimed to be
caused, by participation In this promotion or use or redemption of any prize. Sponsors not responslblii for any typographical or other error In the printing, offering or announcement of prizes. 8. For names of Grand Prize winnern, available after
12131/2000, send a separate, sett-addressed, stamped (#10) emelope to: ~la/Southwest Airlines "Drink Up! Log Dnl Ry Freel' Winners, P.O. Box 4939, Blair, NE 68009-!939, to be received by 11120/2000. 9. SPONSORED BY: The Coca·
Cola Company and Southwest Airlines.

c

©'ltW The CooH:ola Company. 'Coca-Coia" an<I the Contour Bottle design are registered tradema!tls of The Coca-Cola C~.

©2000 Southwest Airlines C-0.
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LaVie Nails
Grand Opening
Professional nail care salon
Pink & white - Fiberglass - Gels
Manicures - Spa Pedicures - Air brush
Located in Collegiate Square
12140 Co11egiate Way, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of University Blvd and Alafaya TrailNext CBS Book Store)

Tel. (407) 275-5719

...

Open Hours: Mon-Sat 9:30-7:30
Sunday 12:00-5:00 PM.

Walk-ins Welcome or by Appointment
$2.00 Off
$3.00 Off
$5.00 Off
$5.00 Off
!for Fullset&
: For Fill in
For Full set
I For Spa
Free Air Brush I Free Air Brush
of Pink&White: Pedicures
(Reg.$20.00) I (Reg.$15.00)
I (Reg. $35.00) 1 (Reg.$25.00)
1
i
I (All Coupons Expire Oct.~!' ~000)
'

Thank You For Being La Vie Nails Customer!

STUDENT TRAVEL

Change YOUR World!

.1
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: DUFFY'
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I AfeatbaH Sub Veggie Sub
I American Coldcrds Egg Salad

10042 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fl 32817
Tel: 407-679-2448
Fax: 407-673-2252

.. ____________ _
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8oloflnll & Clleese

LEAD STORIES
suspect, hard enough that the blade broke off, in
A New York appeals court ruled in July that a order to maintain his grip. However, after the man
53-year-old, serial-plastic-surgery patient, who plunged the knife in, he tried to sic his own dog on
became dissatisfied with her tucked-and-tightened the weakened Kysor, but, according to a deputy, "He
body after 12 operations over a seven-year-period, whistled for him, but his dog wouldn't come."
could sue her doctor for malpractice, despite her
Forget About Asking Him to Consider a Trigger
consent to all surgeries, because she might suffer Lock for His Gun: In June, a federal grand jury in
from the disorder that causes a person to think his Springfield, Mo., indicted Todd Morman Murray, 27,
body is ugly. (Doctors contacted by the New York on charges that he stole 45 pounds of explosives
Observer wondered which, if any, of their patients from a chemical plant and "hid" them in his chilare totally free of the disorder.) The complaining . dren'~ playhouse.
patient has had work done on her nose, eyelids, chin,
eyebrows, flanks, thighs, knees, breasts and tummy.
Humans Disrespecting Trains
Central Illinois farmer Dan Aeschleman recentA young man suffered a broken arm when he
ly converted his land to a more lucrative use: attract- was walking so close to railroad tracks that a passing
ing foxes and then selling their urine in pump-spray train violently knocked his surfboard out of his
containers ($11.95 for 16 oz.) to landowners to keep hands (San Clemente, Calif., June). And a 25-yearnuisance animals away with the "presence" of a old woman lost.the toes on her right foot when she
predator. According to a September report in The crawled under a slow-moving train as a shortcut to
Pantagraph newspaper of Bloomington, Ill., the correct platform (Mount Prospect, Ill., July). And
Aeschleman. says the tricky part -- getting the non- an inebriated man's life was saved by his wife, who
domestic foxes to urinate in an orderly fashion and pulled him Just in time from the path of a speeding
then collecting it all (10,000 gallons a year) -- is a train after he had lingered on the tracks to make an
"trade secret."
obscene gesture at the conductor (Trevor, Wis., June)
Lesson to Kids: Be a Total Screw-Up, Make
, Millions!
Revoke Their Parenting Licenses!
According to Martinsville, Ind., prosecutors,
According to news reports in July and August,
Judy Kirby, 31, mother of 10, intentionally killed Mack W. Metcalf, 42, of Florence, Ky., has led a disfour of them in March after she drove into oncoming mal life that included frequent drinking binges, some
traffic for more than two miles and struck ~ minivan DUI and other traffic charges, drug selling, eviction
(also killing three of its occupants); her doctors say for failure to pay rent, and a debt of $31,000 in back
they will testify at her upcoming trial that she suf- child support. However, in July, he won a $34 milfered from postpartum depression and should not be lion lump-sum jackpot in the Kentucky Lottery. (His
punished. And Jeane Newmaker, 46, was charged in haplessness continues: Shortly after he was paid, he
Golden, Colo., in September with child abuse for handed a woman $500,000 as a gift, but later realgoing along with a "therapy" in which four practi- ized he was drunk and has now sued to get the
tioners squashed her 10-year-old adopted daughter to money back.)
death; the "therapists" were "rebirthing" the child
(supposedly to compensate for an abusive biological Recurring Themes
The Classic Middle Name (all-new): Arrested
mother) by getting her to simulate escaping the
womb, but they accidentally suffocated her despite for killing his roommate (San Diego, Calif., August):
her more than 50 pleas for help over a 70-minute ses- Aryan Wayne Duntley. Arrested for killing a young
neighbor giri (Oilton, Okla., August): Robert Wayne
sion.
Rotramel. Sentenced for murdering and beheading a
20-year-old woman (Orange, Texas, July):
The Continuing Crisis
A highlight of the East Finley Summer Festival Christopher Wayne Gregory. Application for DNA
in Claysville, Pa., in July was the return of the pop- testing rejected in a murder case against him
ular "chicken-flying contest" after a 10-year hiatus. (Illfoois, August): Randall Wayne Stevens.
As explained by the Observer-Reporter newspaper of Convicted in the murders of five people at a car wash
Washington, Pa., chickens are placed in ordinary (Irving, Texas, September): Robert Wayne Harris.
mailboxes, which are then abruptly opened with a
toilet plunger, which somehow sends them flying Least Justifiable Homicides
Killed over Access to Mating: Edward William
hundreds of feet, with the longest flight winning first
prize. During chicken-flying's hiatus, said Festival Heckman, 58, was charged in July near Jonesboro,
sponsors, cow-patty bingo was featured but was not Ga., with killing his wife after she refused to have
sex with him. Baby sitter Robert Cooper, 22, was
nearly as exciting.
The Al Salam Mosque Foundation filed a $6.2 convicted in June in Calgary, Alberta, of killing two
million federal lawsuit in August against Palos young boys because they hindered his attempted
Heights, Ill., which had reneged on a promise to pay seduction of their mother. A man in his 20s allegedth.e Muslim group $200,000 to change its mind about ly killed 11 people with an Uzi at a Bogota,
buying a local building and converting it to a place of Colombia, nightclub in June after rejection by a
worship. The city council had made the cash offer, woman.
reportedly, because some council members preferred
not to have such a prominent Muslim presence in the Also, in the Last Month ...
An off-duty police officer reporting for an MRI
town. Then, when the Foundation accepted the cash
offer, the Palos Heights mayor vetoed it, complain- while armed had the superpowerful magnet suck his
gun away and slam it against the machine, causing
ing that the offer was an "insult" to the Muslims.
·I
Relieving the Doctor Shortage: According to one round to fire into a wall (Rochester. N.Y.).
I an April Los Angeles Times report, imposter "Dr." Singapore's leading newspaper published a how-to
Adam Litwin roamed UCLA Medical Center with guide to having sex in cars. in support of the governimpunity for six months last year, chatting it up with ment's campaign to raise the birth rate. The mayor of
"colleagues" and keeping himself busy, being dis- a French resort town, which has no cemetery vacancovered only when a pharmacist reported an irregu- cies and a restrictive land-use law, prohibited dying ·
larity with a prescription. And "physician's assistant" except by people with burial space (Le Levandou).
imposter Gary Lee Stearley received excellent The Supreme Court of New Hampshire ruled that a
reviews fro~ several doctors at Mercy Hospital, candidate for office had the right to para( 011 the
Pittsburgh, Pa., in June before being detected; he had street dressed as a penis, because he was commentpreviously "worked" hospitals in Seattle, Richmond ing on the political system.
and Washington, D.C.
No Substitute for a Loyal Dog: Sevier County
(Send your Weird News to
(Tenn.) sheriffs dog Kysor was praised in a July
Weird@compuserve.com, or go to
Knoxville News-Sentinel report as so faithful that he
www.NewsoftheWeird.com/.)
withstood a stab wound to the head from a fleeing
J
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You almost got us killed by
:;tealing a parking spot that
your ex-girlfriend was already
waiting for, and now you're

celebrating that aceompli5hment
with a disgusting di!;play of
utter childishness.
l

{

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Plucker's
instrument
6 Sits in neutral
11 Short snooze
14 Freeze over
15 Poor
16 Building add-on
17 Tendency to
break
19 Semimental
drivel
20 Bear-marl<et
word
21 Charity
22 Senator Lott
24 Bewildered
26 Keanu or Dan
27 Rouen's river
30 Brides' mates
32 Greeting rituals
34 First-rate
38 1oth mo.
39 x
40 Board-game
cube
42 Fish eggs
43 Horse arrester?
45 Arealistic goal
48 "Silkwood" star
50 Malicious burning
51 Loos and Louise
54 Regretting
56 The king of
France
57 Emcee
58 Hindu discipline
62 Wonderment
63 "Mighty
Aphrodite" costar
66 Fellows
67 Lena or Marilyn
68 Camera-ready
proof
69 Vein to mine
70 Directory
71 Pompous fools
DOWN
1 Tops of overalls
2 Piece of land
3 A Diamond
4 Peninsula of 70
5 Make achoice
6 Lack of
refinement

Are You Stressed?
Free

(

c
©2000 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

7 Hamlet's home
8 Majors and Grant

9 Harris and Asner

Solutions
s 3 s s \II x 3 0 N

I

380
-1--

0 l:l d 3 l:ll 3 N l:l 0 H N 3 Vil
~ 0 0 1 8 3 l:l I \I 1 8
3'Mv
11 Israeli desert
12 "Home _ "
\ID 0 A I l s 0 HI I 0 l:l 3 1
13 Scenarios
D N I n l:l I s \I l I N V
18 _Vegas
N 0 s l:l \I d 3 3 l:l l ~
23 Remainder
3 1 8 V A 3 I H :) \II v 0 HM
25 Exam
"Jo
26 Perez of "W:1ite 3 0 l:l 3 I 01 N3 l
Men Can~ Jump" s d 0 11 s 3 )f \I H S 0 N \I H
0 0 H 8I 3 N I 3 s
27 Display
s 3 A s3 "'3 n v 3 s l
28 Apiece
29 Absorbed by
J:. !i. 2 l:l l Is w1 \I I 1 1 3 s
31 Drama by
.2.
_Q_~ s s 3 N 3 1 l l I l:l 8
Sophocles
1 1 3 A 0 3 3 NI d n 3 :J I
33 Pays heed
}~] s 3 1 a 11 o r N 'd 8
35 Globes
36 Ralph Lauren's
company
57 Rigorous
disci~ine
37 Observed
51 Crockett's
59 Sorry 'bout that!
41 Writer Hunter
Waterloo
60 Pierce wi1h a
44 Concerning
horn
52 More recent
46 Leading lady
53 Goodnight girl of 61 Book after Joel
47 Fan~ socks
song
64 Actor Chaney
49 Chinese
65 Bikini top
55 Native of: Suff.
10 Method

- v-

Yoga

Raffles

11

and more!
Monday, October 16

<

1-5 pm in the Student Union 3rd floor.
{

For more info: UCF Wellness Center 823-5841
f
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difficult could fall into place. Take a romantie gift to the one
you love on Sunday. That would not only be thoughtful, but
wise.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-N9v. 21): Pass on a great deal that a friend
tells you about on Monday. Spend the money on your home,
instead. On Tuesday watch for a great deal on something that
you buy anyway. Stock up. Send a check to a worthy cause
Wednesday, especially one that's deductible. Don't take on
new projects Thursday. You've got enough to do already. A ·
technical breakdown on Friday could· have you out shopping
for a new gadget over the weekend. Don't go for the bells and
whistles. Get the one that will hold up best mechanically.
.....

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): On Monday your presentation
of a new idea gets nothing but arguments. Don't be dissuaded. You can convince everybody with facts, plus your own ·
natural charm. If you're a little short on information,
Tuesday's good for finding what you need. You'd better not
procrastinate. Somebody's apt to ask for it before Wednesday
is _over. Look for wise investments on Wednesday, too.
Luxury items for your sweetheart top the list. You may have
a touch of buyer's remorse on Thursday, but an expensive
item of top quality will prove to be a good choice. A class you
take on Friday or Saturday could be quite useful. Ask tough
questions to get the most out of that investment. By Sunday
you may have a new point of view to add to your collection.
Capricorn (Dec_ 22-Jan. 19): You're getting mixed messages
concerning work on Monday. That might be due to changes
happening there. That's a terrible day to travel, by the way.
People will make unexpected lane changes, too. On Tuesday
if you come up with an idea that works, get bold and brassy
with it on Wednesday and Thursday. If you've presented this
well, ask for a raise on Friday. You have a chance at it, so
don't botch the opportunity. An argument with a friend about
money could mar an otherwise lovely Saturday. Don't make a
big deal of it and don't loan this person much, either. Take 'em
out to breakfast on Sunday instead, and figure the debt is
paid .

>

)

.0-TEAM 2001

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18): On Monday and Tuesday offer a
friend your shoulder to cry on. He or she is going through a
confusing metamorphosis. From where you're standing, the
answers look simple. You're under more pressure Wednesday
and Thursday, due to a task that's overdue. Follow through on
an agreement you've made, ano you'll feel much better. Your
confidence is improving Friday, so move boldly forward. On
Saturday a pass you make at an attractive person could reveal
less substance than you had hoped would be there. On
Sunday do something extra special with a friend who shares
your interests and beliefs.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): You're in the middle of the activity on Monday. Everybody is sure pushing their own agenda.
Be the moderator. Schedule a relaxing evening with friends
Tuesday. By then you'll need it. Get an older friend together
with your partner on Wednesday. Together, they'll solve a
tough puzzle. You're under pressure to perform perfectly on
Friday. Luckily, ·this is for a family matter, so don't sweat it.
Your honey-do list is long enough to keep you busy over the
weekend. Don't be afraid to make a mess to get what you
want. It may take two or three tries.

...

+ Applieali1Jn1 avai/a/J/e /Je1innin1 in fJel1J/Je1 •
Cale/J 1/11 spiril and j11in us in reJ11111nlin1 UCF 111 l/Je neKI 11n11ali11n 1111111denlsl
Pick up and return applications at the
ORIENTATION CENTER, STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER,

RM. 227

407-823-5105
Applications are due by October 27 at 5:00 p.m.
/

Wini 11 !inti 1111 m11e? C11111 11 111r 11/iee ,, 1111/I 6y 1111 116/1 111/Je
S111lenl Uni1n, evety Welnestl1y in 0611/Jet, lr11m 12:00 p.m. 11 f:IJIJ p.m.

If You're Having a Birthday This Week of Oct. 2: You can
discover something valuable in your neighborhood and also
visit distant shores. Start with a shopping list. Oct. 3: You're
into the books this year, so learn something useful, like how
to turn your home into a personal paradise. Oct. 4: Flights of
fancy instill passion, but good sense keeps you grounded. It's
a winning combination. Oct. 5: You and a roommate may
quarrel, but the overall outcome is good. Make your opinion
known. Oct. 6: You're in love, or soon will be. You're lucky,
too, so what can you make happen? Oct. 7: This year you're
lookin' good and gaining friends. Don't let money, or a lack
of it, interfere. Oct. 8: Don't let your great attitude make you
over-optimistic. Don't spend more than you have, just for the
fun of it.
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

HELPWAN1ED
$$ HELP NEEDED $$$
Internet Promotion
(No sales, Scams or Multi Level)
Knowledge of NNTP, HTML, chat
Pie Posts and boards helpful!
Work at home - Set Own schedule
$1,000 to $1,500 +a month part time!
Established Position: 407-963-3221
peaceful@webwarrior.cc
Wanted - Live in Housekeeper - lO minutes
from UCF on East Colonial Drive. Nice home
with private quarters, built in pool, lots of
land, plenty of storage, musical atmosphere
and a generally nice, clean, safe, happy,
friendly place. Looking for a quality personality, with some drive, and enthusiasm, a nice,
neat appearance and the ability to cook.
Moderately experienced is ok. A good opportunity to have a real nice place to live for free
and still get paid. If you have any knid of
drive, there is more assorted responsibility and
this even more money. House is neat and
clean anyway, but needs minor daily touches
and standard chores which don't take too long.
Several different levels of work to be done in
addition. More skills bring more money. You
should at least have a license. If no car, we
might be able to work on that: Presently taking applications and giving interviews.
Position is open immediately. Contact Greg at
407-568-7738. Page at 1-888-960-7397. Cell
407-257-5340. Honesty & Sincerity are a
must.
No smoking in the buildingy

New PLANTONIC Companion Agency
servicing upscale corporate market seeks
attractive & outgoing student
hostesses/actresses to accompany clients to
business dinners, sporting events, class
reunions, etc. Public settings only. Awesome
pay. Call Stacy or Rebecca at (954) 748-2762.

Wedgefield Golf & Country Club is now
accepting appplications. Beverage cart, server
& kitchen positions available. Phone
407-568-2116 ext. 12
ESL Teacher Wanted
ESL: English as a Second Language
** If you have some experience in teaching
English to non-native speakers, or you are
studying in that field, we would like to talk to
you.
We offer:
1) Flexible Hours
2) Good Pay (depends on experience)
3) Good working environment with lots of
potential for growth
For more information please call
(407) 281-9765 and leave your contact
information.
!!! PROGRAMMER WANTED ! !!
Need Programmer for Various
Internet applications.
Pay per Job or program developed!
Knowledge of Visual Basic, HTML,
TCP/IP, CGI, C++, Java helpful!!!
407-963-3221
peaceful@webwarrior.cc
Help spread the word!
exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/ hour plus commission
Flexible schedules for students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191.

VALET ATTENDANTS NEEDED
$7-10/ hr, AM/PM Shifts .
Flexible Schedules Available
Call Dave Mon-Fri 10 am-3 pm
@ (407) 648-0770.

CIC++ /MFC Programmer
Strong in real-time market application software development with over 2 years of experience in system analysis, design, development
and implementation of system in client/server
environments using C++, C, Visual C++,
Visual Basic, MFC, Object Oriented
Programming, DLLs and SQL under Windows
NT/98 or UNIX. Must be a practical thinker
and have full development cycle experience.
Knowledge of TCP/IP networking, MS SQL
server a plus. Send sample code with resume
e-mail developers @ Pointdirex.com or fax
407-648-0998
Need a fun & exciting job to get you through
the Holidays? Try Brookstone @ Church
Street. Flexible schedule. Unique products & a
great holiday discount. Call Clifton @
407-616-0417.
Earn Up to $500-$7500 PT/FT
No Telemarketing, No Door to Door Sales
Full Business Training, Start Immediately
Paid Vacations Call 1-888-655-8694
IF YOU CAN SELL ...
WE'LLPAYYOUWELL!!!
Looking for motivated individuals to launch a
new wireless network for rapidly advancing
telecommunications company. Good pay. No
experience necessary, will provide training.
* No inventory
*No telemarketing
* No cold calls
Receive bonuses for referrals & double your
salary! Call for interview: (407) 737-6799.

Customer Service Rep - Sears Logistics
Services Inc. is looking for inbound delivery
consultants. No selling. Positions start at
$7 .25/hr. Part-time. Flexible Schedule SunSat. Tuition Reimbursement. Apply Tues-Fri 9
am-4 pm at 3825 Forsyth Rd., Winter Park,
FL or call 407-677-2018. Dept. SLS Inc., HR
Office# 117. EOE/AA
Part-time Marketing: · Looking for sales experience with one of Florida's biggest wholesalers to put on your resume. E-mail
polknsy@aol.com
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN. We seek three
serious students. Run your own business; set
your own hours. Significant earnings
407-671-1267.
COPY EDITOR- Needed for Spanish version
of financial internet site. Fluent
English/Spanish, basic understanding of
investment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.c.om or fax
407-834-3870
Valet Parking - Excellent pay for
outgoing, friendly personality. Must be clean
cut and have a valid Florida drivers license
with minimal points. FT/PT/AM/PM &'midnight positions available in the downtown
area. Call Mike at 407-841-7275.

Earn $$$ promoting artists like Nine Inch
Nails, Fiona Apple, Bush & The Crystal
Method within the Florida area. No experience
necessary. Visit www.noizepollution.com for
info or call (800) 996-1816.

Cable Industry
Looking for PIT work? We need people to
schedule appointments for our field technicians. We are the nation's leading telecommunications contractor. Pay $7 - $9 hr. Call 877514-4288 x 405

Need outgoing girls for Flower Sales at some
of the hottest clubs in Orlando. make full-time
money, work part-time hours. If interested .
please call and set-up an appointment.
407-345-1608

New 2000 Daewoo
$9,995
Auto ale am/fm stereo w/ cassette and more.
Call Fred Olsen 407-323~7808 ext. 201
Pager 407-372-3564

FoRRENT

WANT CASH? Sign-up your classmates for
cool Intei:net sites and receive a minimum of
$1.00 per person!! There's no easier way to
make money! Log onto TeamMagma.com or
call 1-877-866-2462

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs •
Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Rooms for Rent in Waterford Lakes - home 5
minutes from campus close to new mall. Nonsmoker. Call Patty 407-275-7297.
$350.00 per month + 1/3 utilities

FREELANCE SPORTS WRITERS! All
sports, health and fitness issues, and events for
the physically challenged. Target audience
ages 14-24. To be published on the internet,
digital photos preferred, not required. $15 for
articles of 200-300 words if accepted.
Reference # cntfl required on all submissions
to: articles@islandoaks.com

2/2 Condomininium for Lease/Rent.
Conveniently located near UCF. Tile floor/full
capacity wash/dryer. $710 +first/last &
deposit. Pool/jacuzzi 407-256-8452

<.

Massage MA31064
Student Special!!
Pro Tip Nail
407-277-8994.
Theresa at 407-497-2915

2 Rooms for Rent, I mile from campus
includes, electric, water & cable. $450. Prefer
female student under 21 yrs of age,
non-smoker. Call Melissa 407-671-7074

Play or work? Why not both? Specialty toy
store in Winter Park hiring sales associates
and entry level managers for both day and
evening shifts. Must be energetic and dependable. Previous child related experience preferred. Call 407-622-TOYS (8697)
or fax resume to 407-622-1590.

Mom's Helper/Babysitter needed to help with
6-month old. Hours may vary. Experience
nec:,ssary. Responsible, caring, reliable.
References a must. Waterford/Eastwood area.
$6/hr. Call Melissa at 407-249-1086.

Which one Applies to you ....
Long distance 3 cents a minute for only $5.95/mo
7 cents a minute for only $4.50/mo.
10 cents a minute for only $3.00/mo.
(No hidden charges)
Online Service ** Unbeatable ~* unlimited service with not I
not 2 ... but 5 e-mail accounts for only
$14.95/month!!'
Pagers Free Motorola Pager available in a variety of
colors for only $9.95/month. Plus the activation fee is WAIVED for all UCF students!!!
CALL NOW 407-737-1060.

FOR SALE

DO YOU KNOW THE VALUE OF FUN?
Looking for energetic and motivated candidates for campus sales or promotions. Earn
internship credits, gain valuable experience
and GET PAID for meeting people and having
a good time! Fax your resume 954-577-8748
(attn: John). email to jobs@FunU.com or call
1-888-921-FUNU.

Hey Girls • Unique Opportunity - Check
this out A good job, a built in place to live
only ten minutes from UCF. Private room,
· built in pool, huge private propert, lots of
space, easy working condtions, great boss, lots
of different divisions of work, good money
and a really great all around situation. You
must be courteous, ambitious, honest, make a
good appearance, speak well, preferably computer literate, willing to learn, and willing to
work in serveral capacities from answering the
phone to taking notes ro sorting out minor
parts, to going to shows, going to jobsites. If
you wanna work, and learn, and make money,
and on top of that have a greatplace to live,
then call this number 407-568-7738 Pager# is
toll free at 1-888-960-7397. Taking immediate
applications & resumes. This is an immediate
opening and a good situation. No losers ... A
great deal with a good future if you waut it.
Also have positions for models/sales reps for
shows at Orange County Convention Center. if
you're willing to listen & learn. You can make
some very serious do rae me. 6 businesses
under 1 roof and more to come.

Need a good job resume?
Reasonable, Fast, Friendly
Check it out!
Mention this ad and save $5.00
www.geocities.com/afoot inthedoor

Law Office of
Harvey V. Cohen, P.A.
Civil Litigation
Personal Injury, Auto Accident
Wrongful Death, Insurance
(407) 568-3800 Orlando
www.harveycohenlaw.com

For Rent - Condo - Large 2/2 unit located 1/2
mile from UCF in Oviedo, 1,000 sq feet, all
appliances, W/D, pool and fitness center. $750
month, available immediately on October 1st.
Call 407-823-2262 for further details.
HUGE 2 BEDROOM/i.5 BATH TOWNHOMES WITH GARAGES - Mendel Villa.
Apartments now available - from $625.00.
Located within walking distance to UCF
campus. Income restrictions apply. Call
407-324-7773.

MISC.
Custom Shirts, Hats and Gifts to promote
your group. Screen print, Embroidery, Gift
and Promo items: Frizbees Koozies Flags
Bags Shades Awards Cups U-Name-lt. 750k
items with your logo. Steve 407-222-0091.

Furnished efficiency for rent in Chuluota near UCF, all utilities included, $350.00 per
month w/ $200.00 security deposit. Call
(407) 366-2545

If.

Law Office of
Harvey V. Cohen, P.A.
Criminal Defense
DUI, Drugs, Felony, Traffic
Bonds, VOP, Domestic Violence
(407) 568-3800 Orlando
www.harveycohenlaw.com

SERVICES
DROWNING IN DEBT?
Avoid bankruptcy; lower interest, slop collection calls. Free personalized counseling.
Non-profit agency 407-599-0057 ext. I

:- ·, , ·c iims

getthepill.com
Online prescriptions for emergency contraception (morning after pill) in 8 hours or less.
Getthepill.com
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Campus Crusade for Christ presents Big
House every Thursday night at 7:30 pm in
Pegasus Ballroom (Student Union).

Body Detoxification lose inches w/ universal
contour wrap at Pro Tip Nails & Tan. Call
407-277-8994 or 407-497-2915.

UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
for room location.

Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
Drivers wanted for Cascades Flower Shop.
Part-time & more during the holidays.
407-679-5144.

Goon the
ROADI .

Actors! Models!
Your Chance is here!
Top national fashion and commercial agencies
Scouting in Orlando for one day only!
Seeking men, women & children
To work in catalogs, magazines
Commercials, movies & music videos!!
All types ages 4 and up! Fashion,
commercial, fitness, kids plus sizes
Are you ready to work?
Meet the agents that can make it happen!
Experienced models bring portfolios,
No portfolio? No problem!! Just bring a
snap shot to leave with the scouts!
This weekend could change your life!
Event to be hled at: Rosen Centre Hotel
9840 International Driv, Orlando
Admission is free! Come by on:
Saturday, October 7th, 7 pm sharp!
No appointment necessary!
www.worldwidemodelgroup.com

.l
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Enter to win a tnp to an away game
at any Quizno's® location or online
at www.intotheknights.com!

Brina this coupon In
to aet 15% 011 vour next meal.

Party

PI a tte rs

Trip includes airfare, lodging and
tickets. Winners travel on a charter
plane with the UCF team and stay at the
team hotel!

visit us online at: www.uuiznosonlorida.com

BARTENDERS MAKE $I 00 - $250 PER
NIGHT! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
CALL NOW!! 1-800-981-8168 ext. 9055

12975 Collegiate Way. Orlando, FL 32817 - Tel: 407.482.6400. Fax: 407.482.6405
WCt:t:~rf<:>rc:I LCt.k~~ -Y<:>w,.-, c::;~,.-,'t:e;,r
Tel: 407.380.3881 . Fax: 407.380.1740

Not a cash substitute. Valid only at participating QUlZNO'S® restaurants. One coupon per person, per visit. Not valid with any other offer. © 2000 The ~UlZNO's® Corporation.
{
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• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB •
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~ Schneider brings emotion
~
and unorthodox techniques
~
r:)5

~

¢

Breakfast
Sandwich
only$1.89

~

•

!
•

Phone 282-1900
Fax 282-1905

• MAMAS MEATBALL SUB • SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH • ITALIAN STALLION • BLTC •

START YOUR
.'

~E·---~- ·

®

with us. •.
EXPRESSWAY .
AUTHORITY .

It's game day, and you've been waiting all week. Cooler
is packed ... car is ready, only question is ... what's the best
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408
(East-West Expressway). It's quick, it's easy, and with
E-PASS, there's no fumbling for change and no waiting in
line -- just clear sailing to the end zone. So when the big
day arrives, make sure your game plan includes the
Expressway Authority and E-PASS.

For more information on E-PASS, call (407) 823-7277.

www.expresswayauthority.com
I I

ful.
"_He's an uninhibited young
score a touchdown. Under his man," Kruczek said. "He' 11
leadership, UCF gained 501 give it right back to me sometotal yards against EMU, . its times because he's a competitor and I understand that. He
best output of the season.
All of that brings up another understands there's a respect
question many fans may- now level there · but he's just an
have: Who is this guy, and incredible kid. I was very, very
happy about the performance."
where did he come from?
Another aspect that Schneider
Although this is the first time
he has received this much brings to the team is his emoattention as a Golden Knight, tion on the field. During the
Schneider did not come to UCF game against EMU, Schneider
without credentials. He won was constantly pacing the side37 games as a quarterback at. lines keeping the entire team
Miami-Plantation High School, motivated to play well. At one
and earned the Class 6-A point in the game, he was even
involved in a
spirited
exchange with
strong
safety
Damian Demps,
in which they
were jumping
around
and
embracing following a UCF
touchdown.
While
one
might
expect
this from teammates, ' it is
somewhat
unusual
for
CFF FILE PHOTO
offensive
and
Schneider almost went to the University of Houston,
but UCF entered the reauiting battle late and con- defensive players to celebrate
vinced him to become a Golden Knight.
together on the
sideline
during
a game.
Player of the Year award in his
Acco!ding
to
Schneider,
it is
senior season. He was initially
important
that
he
helps
keep
recruited by a number of colleges, including Auburn, but the emotion of the entire team
most of the schools lost interest up.
"As a quarterback you have to
after having questions about
be
a leader," Schneider . said.
whether his mobility was good
"Even
when we mess up, we
enough for a Division I-A quarwant
to
keep everyone up and
terback. Schneider was set to
keep
them
going. We don't
go to Houston when former
want
people
to get down.
UCF defensive tackles coach
That's
when
you
bring the team
Andy Cox, who had known
down.
We
want
to
keep everySchneider for a long time,
one
motivated
and
pumped up
recruited him to come to UCF,
and
ready
to
go."
and Schneid'e r accepted the
Schneider also has some
invitation. Now, as a redshirt
unorthodox
techniques in the
freshman, the hopes of a
huddle
to
keep
the team calm
Division I-A football program
under
pressure.
rest squarely on his shoulders.
"He says things like 'the
But was he nervous making his
sky's
blue, you know' . and
first ever start in college?
you're
like 'what?' You don't
"Actually no, not at all,"
really
know
what he's talking
Schneider said. "We had a realabout,"
said
senior
wide receivly good week of practice and I
"Or he
er
Tyson
Hinshaw.
as real confident in everything
might
say
something
like ' I
we were doing, so I think when
wonder
where
we're
going
to
you're confident in what you're
eat
after
this.'
It
does
relax
the
doing, you can get through the
guys ·but sometimes you're
butterflies."
"I thought I threw the ball thinking 'all right, you gotta
real well. The offensive line did take the snap now; Ryan.' "
Whatever his mannerisms,
a wonderful job. We knew that
Schneider
has UCF football
they were probably going to
back
on
track
this season with
blitz us a lot, because it was my
two
consecutive
wins, and has
first start and they were going
brought
emotion
and hope to a
to try ·to rattle me. Coach
previously
frustrated
group of
Kruczek did a good job of callplayers.
Still,
many
questions
ing a lot of short pass plays to
remain. Is he the real deal? Can
get me going."
And Kruczek couldn't have he keep this up? What will hapbeen happier with the manner pen when Penn returns from
in which Schneider responded injury?
But questions have never
to the pressure. According to
Ryan
Schneider
Kruczek, Schneider's competi- stopped
tive nature is one of the main before.
reasons he has been so -successFRoMPAGE32
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NIU expected to contend for MAC title
FRoMPAGE32

ground. This should bode well
for the Golden Knights, who
have been improving their running game each week, gaining
a season-high 136 yards
against Eastern Michigan.
One big question for UCF
will be if redshift freshman
quarterback Ryan Schneider
can continue his stellar play of
last week. In his fust collegiate start, Schneider was 27
of 38 for 365 yards and two
touchdowns. UCF Head Coach
Mike Kruczek says that
Schneider will have to be even
better
against
Northern
Illinois, a superior team to
Eastern Michigan.
"He'll build on that (performance against EMU)," said
Kruczek. "We're going to play
a much better team next week,
and he's going to have to step

up and make plays again next
week."
Schneider says that while the
Golden Knight offense played
its best game of the season
against Eastern Michigan,
there is still room to improve.
"As a team, we haci too many
turnovers," said. Schneider.
"Too many fumbles, I threw an
interception. We have to get
rid of that. We play a better
team and we tum balls over
like that, we're going to lose
the game."
Each remaining game this
season is of the utmost importance for UCF, as the Golden
Knights have to win them all
to remain eligible for a bowl
game. The team has improved
considerably during the past
few weeks, and a victory at
Northern Illinois would be just
one more step in the right
direction.
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Nortltern Illinois.
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"A Full Service Florist"

.

T

Fax: 679-6787
15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with 1.0.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

Wire Service or
Delivery available

over phone with

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-0050

Dean & University
10069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407-679-5144

Waterford Lakes
711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
407-281-7666
1-866-415-9554

Major Credit Card
''Same Day Delivery"

wire service excludes discount

www.allinbloom.com

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

delivery service excludes discount

All New: All Yours: All Free

University of Central Florida

University of
Central Florida
EmployeesCome to the
TIAA-CREF
booth!

Visit TIAA-CREF
at the benefits fair.

,.

For generations, people in education and research have
turned to TIAA-CREF to help them achieve their financial
goals. And for good reasons:
• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
• Solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• Strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options

<:ruit ~eq.fi~e I ·

w 4.pn't like to say ·that
about a
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Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks. Plants.
Flowers
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Find out why TIAA-CREF is the retirement organization of
choice at more than 9,000 institutions nationwide. Our
TIAA-CREF Consultants will be available to answer your
questions.

their ·'
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Date:
Time:

Friday, October 6, 2000
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Place:

Student Union

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'

1.800.842.2003
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on ~ur securities products, please call l .800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. • TIAA·CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. distributes the CREF and T!AA Real Estate variable annuities. •Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. •
TIAA and TIAA-CREF life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. •TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TIAA-CREF 08103
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from The Sports Desk
• The Streak Is Ouer
Mercer shocked the UCFWomen's Soccer
team on Sept. 29, upsetting the Golden
Knights 1-0 at Bear Field in Mercer,
Georgia. The loss ended UCF's 23-game
TAAC regular season unbeaten streak and
its mark of 1127 consecutive regular season
TAAC scoreless minutes over 10 games.
Mercer freshman forward Anne-Marie
Lapalme stole the ball from UCF defender
Noelle Brown and lofted a shot over the
head of goalkeeper Jessica Kuhlman in the
game's 39th minute, and it turned out to be
the game-winning goal. Goalkeeper
Genevieve Reid got the shutout for the

Bears.
''We've spent a lot of time working on our
defense and it showed today," said Mercer
Coach Jodie Smith. "One again Genevieve
came up big for us. To win a game like this
we have to have some big saves and she
made them all today. I'm happy for her that
we were able to preserve the shutout."
UCF (2-9-1, 1-1 TAAC) outshot Mercer
(4-6, 2-3) 17-7 with Claire Kohake leading
the Golden Knights with four shots, but
came up empty as Reid made six saves for

..

the shutout. Kuhlman had three saves for
the Golden Knights.
This week, UCF plays Jacksonville (10-1,
3-0) and Jacksonville State (7-4, 3-0) at the
UCF Soccer Field.

• UCF men's Soccer Remains Winless
The UCF Men's Soccer team (0-7-2, 0-1
TAAC) was unable to get its first win of the
season last week, losing 4-0 to the
University of San Diego in the opening
game of the Umbro Invitational in Miami,
FL. Ryan Coiner had two goals and one
assist for San Diego (8-1), leading the team
to their fifth consecutive victory.
Coiner opened the scoring for San Diego
when he took a pass from Matt McCausland
and scored one-on-one with UCF goalkeeper Mensur Tonuzi at 15:18. Coiner then
scored his tenth goal of the season just prior
to halftime on a penalty kick, after UCF's
Abede Edwards was 'Yhistled for tacking
USD's Alex Romagnolo in the penalty area.
McCausland made it 3-0 in favor of San
Diego when he took a crossing pass from Sy
Reeves and scored to the left-side near post
at 62:10. Matt Gerchak ending the scoring

for the Toreros when he took a crossing pass
from Coiner and found the left near post
with just 59 seconds remaining in the contest.
UCF did have its chances to score, but the
San Diego defense kept the Golden Knights
out of the net. UCF opened Qie match_very
aggressively, getting the first three shots of
the game, but came away empty. Another
scoring opportunity late in the game was
taken away when UCF was called for an
offside
penalty.
The Golden Knights were also unable to
capitalize on a second half penalty kick. At
the 74:09 mark, USD back-up goalkeeper
Matt Kessler was yellow carded for tacking
a UCF player in the penalty area Ornulf
Olsen was given a penalty kick for the
Golden Knights, but Kessler made a diving
save going to his left, preserving the
shutout.
Both sides finished with 12 shots. Kessler
&nd San Diego starting goalkeeper Justin
Neerhof combined for the shutout with five
saves.
UCF will get another chance at its first
win this week, when the team plays South

Florida on Oct. 4 at the UCF Soccer Field.

• Ul4 UCF Women's Golf Wins Lady Rebel
lnultational
The 14th-ranked UCF Women's Golf
team won the Ole Miss Lady Rebel
Invitational by shooting three consecutive
306 rounds en route to a 918 and a five
stroke win over Arkansas State.
UCF's Tanja Arnold won the individual
medalist honors by defeating Amanda
Beeler of Arkansas State in a playoff. Both
shot 220 (+4) after three rounds, but Arnold
pulled out a victory in the playoff. Along
with Arnold, two other UCF golfers :finished in the top 10. Olivia Hartley finished
fourth with a 228 (+ 12) and Monica
Gundersrud shot a 231 (+15) to tie for sixth
place.
The tournament win was the Golden
Knights' first of the season, although they
have placed highly in each of their three
Rolex College Golf Tournaments.
Golfweek Magazine has UCF ranked 14th
as a team and Gundersrud ranked 28th individually.
- David Marsters
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Sante leads team in kills, service aces
FRoMPAGE32
Sante is one of three freshmen starting for the
UCF Women's Volleyball team.
"It's a big opportunity," said Sante, who plays
the position of outside hitter. "One of the things
everyone told me was that when you go to the
United States to play in college the freshmen
don't play. It's great because there are three freshmen on the court and we are 50% of the people
out there working hard, trying to win the conference and trying to get us to the NCAA tournament."
But playing in the U.S. has taken some readjusting for Sante. She says the game here in the
U.S. is not as fast as in Puerto Rico and getting
accustomed to speaking English on the court is at
times difficult.
"Playing here is a lot different than playing in
Puerto Rico," said Sante. "Here we have regular
scoring and in Puerto Rico we play rally point.
The game is more fast (in Puerto Rico) and it's
harder because you have to be focused all of the
time. lt's very difficult for me because English is
not my first language and on the court I have to
speak English the whole time. I think in Puerto
Rico I am more aggressive on the court because I
feel more comfortable with the language."
Despite the differences and language barrier,
however, Sante has played extremely well for the
Golden Knights this year. She is currently first an
the team with 212 kills and 27 service -aces, and
also ranks fourth with 119 digs. Colado couldn't
be more content with Sante's progress this season, saying UCF is a better team with her on the
court.
"I told her when I recruited her that I needed .
her to be able to on the court and play," said
Colado. "She posted a double-double the other
night with 25 kills and that's just fabulous for a
freshman. We'll need her to continue to post those
kind of numbers for us in order to do well."

Sante has set goals for herself not only in volleyball but academically as well. She is majoring
in business and accounting and plans on taking
the CPA after she gets her degree and then hopes
to study law. And if that is not enough, her aspirations for volleyball include becoming an AllAmerican and helping her team reach the NCAA
Tournament.
For Sante, time and experience will make her
feel more comfortable playing volleyball in the
U.S. It will also make her feel more comfortable
being away from home, as family is more valuable to her than anything else.
"It's very hard to be away from my family
because I am very close to them," said Sante; "I
have three brothers and they are my best friends.
My mom is my best friend. It's very hard but they
come and see me two weekends every month. I
talked to them everyday about everything."
Yet, she has found a home away from home
through the volleyball team. She currently lives
with two other freshman volleyball players, Jenny
Frank and Lindsay Whalen, and all three look to
provide a promising future for the women's volleyball team. Sante says that the chemistry·
between the team is incredible and that it has
made co'ming to UCF an easier transition.
"The &iris are always trying to make the freshmen feel good on the team," said Sa.Rte. "We are
always going out all together either to eat or to go
and hang out. If you don't have a quarter to do
laundry they give yciu the quarter to do your laundry. They are very nice."
Colado is confident that Sante is happy here and
respects her for th~ changes she has had to·endure
as a freshman leaving her home in Puerto Rico.
· "I think that she is very happy here and that
makes me happy," said Colado. "Regular freshman have to worry about moving away from
home within the United States. She has that added
distance to her family. I think that is a hard thing
to adjust to but I think she is taking it very well.
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Uolleyball notebook
• UCF Gets Revenge on FHU
Last year, after going undefeated in the
Trans Atlantic Athletic Conference, the UCF
Volleyball Team lost to Florida Atlantic
University in the championship game of the
TAAC Tournament. The loss ended the
Golden Knights' season prematurely, preventing them from going to the NCAA
Tournament. Last week, however, UCF got a
little revenge.

-tue 11cr11:u

Driggers had seven kills and an .875 attack
percentage. Junior middle blocker Piper
Morgan also had seven kills, and added two
block assists.
"I'm pleased because they absolutely dominated this match," said UCF head coach Meg
Colado. "They did not let up, and they did not
give up easy points. We absolutely dominated
that match, mostly by our serving and
defense."
UCF (8-7 ,. 1-0) now begins a stretch of three
conference road matches in five days, beginning with an Oct. 6 match at Georgia State
and continuing with Mercer and Florida
Atlantic.

In a Sept. 26 match that was televised on
Sunshine Network, the Golden Knights
defeated FAU (4-12) in four games; 15-2, 158, 14-16, 15-10. Freshmen outside hitter Leyre
Santaella Sante had a double-double with 25
kills and 12 digs, while fellow freshman
Lindsey Whalen also registered a double-double with 11 kills and 12 digs. Setters Becca
Saldana and Jenny Frank also hacl'double-doubles for UCF, with Frank totaling 29 assists
and 20 digs, and Saldana having 27 assists and
12 digs.

. The Golden Knights' next home game is
agains.t Stetson, another TAAC opponent, on
Oct. 18 at 7:00 p.m. in the UCF Arena.

Despite being in the same conference, the
UCF-FAU match did not count as a conference game in the TAAC standings.

• morgan and Saldana moue Up in UCF
Record Books

• UCF Wins Conference Opener

Junior Middle blocker Piper Morgan's two
block assists against Troy Sta~ gave her sole
possession of fourth place in s<i:hool history
with 215 career block assists. Morgan was tied
with Michelle Cutright (1992-95) going into
the game.

UCF dominated Troy State University (11-4,
0-1) last Friday, defeating the Trojans 15-4~
15-2, 15-4 in the Golden Knights' first TAAC
match of the year. Leading the UCF attack
was freshman outside hitter Lindsey Whalen
with eight kills, while team captain Shelly

"Georgia State will be tough to beat at
home," said Colado. "We're going to put in a
serious focus week of practice,'' Colado said.
"We'll be ready for them."

Pnoro Bv JASON KoKOTOFF

The UCF Volleyball team has now won five conse<utive matches and hopes to carry that
momentum into the TAAC regular season schedule.
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Page overcomes injury-to win starting job at UCF -·
1

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Rotator cuff surgery is not a pleasant
experience, and certainly not something
that is easy to come back from. Major
League Baseball pitchers sometimes
spend an entire year rehabilitating an
injury like that, and often are never able to
regain the form they possessed before the
surgery. But UCF defensive end Don Page
has not let injury get in the way of his college football career.
Page, a redshirt freshman, originally had
shoulder surgery while he was a fullback
and linebacker at Foley High School in
Alabama. He originally signed with
Auburn in 1998, but did not meet initial
eligibility requirements until after the season, and never enrolled there. In 1999,
Page came to UCF touted as one of the
most talented defensive ends ever to don
the Black & Gold. But he injured his
shoulder once again during the second
week of the season, and was forced to take
a medical redshift. When spring practice
rolled around, he was back with the team
and won the starting right end job over
fifth year senior Fred Harley.
During this year's fall camp, Page held
onto the starting position, and started the
first two games of the season. But he reinjured his shoulder against Northwestern
State and played only sparingly against
Akron because of the pain. Once again,
however, Page bounced back and returned
to the starting lineup the following week
against William & Mary.

"It's been a hard road," said Page. "I'm
still not back 100 percent. I still have
some strengthening to do on my shoulders. Right now, it's holding up and I'm
just praying that it holds up the rest of the
year."
"It gets sore after every game," he said.
"It's not bad where I'm just crying out in
pain, but it's that sore feeling. I feel I can
go the whole way."
And last week at Eastern Michigan, all
of Page's hard work paid off, as he had his
best game as a Golden Knight. Page made
six tackles, including two for lost yardage.
He had a pass deflection on the game's
first play, and also got a sack of EMU
quarterback Walt Church. Most impressive though, was a play that Page made
during t~e game's third quarter. With UCF
leading 24-3, Eastern Michigan mounted
a drive that put them inside the Golden
Knights' red zone. On second down from
the 15-yard line, the UCF defense ran a
play that had Page dropping back into
pass coverage, hoping to catch the EMU
offense by surprise. And.it did. Page intercepted Church's pass and returned it to the
39-yard line, almost going all the way for
a touchdown.
"He pretty much gave it to me," said
Page. "We were in a drop coverage for the
ends and I just stared it down the whole
way. We've been doing it all year. That's
what we drop for, expecting to get a pick.
I should have cut back and I would have
scored."
UCF Head Coach Mike Kruczek was

•

_,

CFF FnE PHOTO

Freshman defensive end Don Page had his first career inter(eption in UCF's win over Eastern
Michigan.
impressed with Page's ability to catch and
run with the football.
"Looked like a damn defensive back,"
said Kruczek. "I mean I was shocked. I
saw that ball and he sucked it up like a
sponge. I was kind of hoping he'd score.
He's a heckuva athlete. We're going to
have a great defensive line eventually."
With Page, fellow redshirt freshman
Brent Bolar, and soph?more Elton

Thursday, October 5th
8:30 pm Dodge Florida High School Champions
Series: Pine Forest @ Escambia (LIVE)

Patterson, th~ ~efensive end position is in
good hands at UCF. As the starters, Page
and Patterson have combined for 49 tackles, including 15 for lost yardage, and six
sacks this season.
H Page is able to stay healthy, the future
of the UCF defensive line is very bright.
And with Page's determination and
resilience, it is likely that he will be keeping that future bright for a very long time.

'"

Friday, October 6th
7:00 pm Sunshine Network Live: Lightning Pregame
7:30 pm New York Islanders @ Tampa Bay
Lightning (LIVE)

•territorial restrictions

Saturday, October 7th
2:00pm UCF Football: UCF@ Northern Illinois (LIVE)
presented by Bob Dance

( .

•territorial restrictions

Wednesday, October 11th
5:30 pm UCF Football Review with Mike Kruczek

Test Your Football Knowledge

and Win Great Prizes by
Entering the Football Pool on
www.sunshinenetwork.com.
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UCf Leaders• Passing, Ryan Schneider, 27 - 38, 364 yards, 2 TD's • Rushing, Corey Baker 17 rushes, 87 yards, 2 TD's • Receiuing, Tyson Hinshaw, 12 rec. 206 yards, 1 TD

tlff~fliit:e PldtH;r tJf the IJki;f~

Ryan Schneider

•
•

•

In his first collegiate
start, Schneider completed 27 of 38 passes
for 365 yards and two
touchdowns, and he
also scored a rushing
touchdown. He went
17 of 21 in t:Jie first
half alone, including
Schneider competing his first
five passes in leading
UCF to a touchdown on their first possession of the game.

365
Number of passing yards by redshirt
freshman quarterback Ryan Schneider in
· his first collegiate start.

1
Number of times Schneider was sacked
by Eastern Michigan, after having to
answer questions all week about his lack
of mobility. It was the second fewest
amount of quarterback sacks that UCF
has given up in a game all year.

O~fonsiue 11la1;er

M ih(! Uh~~k
Don PCJge

96

The redshirt freshman defensive end
had six tackles,
including two for lost
yardage. He deflected
a pass on the first
play of the game, had
a sack of EMU quarterback Walt Church,
and also intercepted
Church in third quarter when the Eagles' had moved inside
UCF's 20-yard line and were poised to
score.

• Baker scores his first collegiate touchdowns

~·

On UCF' s first possession of the game,
redshirt freshman tailback Corey Baker
caught a screen pass from Schneider and
did the rest by himself, outrunning one
defender and diving for the goal line for a
10-yard touchdown. It was the first
touchdown of his college career. Later in
the game, Baker finished the Golden
Knights' scoring with his first ever rushing touchdown, punching the ball in from
the 1-yard line with 7:42 left to play in
the fourth quarter. Above all else, though,
Baker said he was happy with the way
UCF was able to run the ball late in the
game.

• Collins Gets the Ball

•

With injuries to tailbacks EdQie Mack
and Omari Howard, senior fullback
Dwight Collins was able to get some carries in the fourth quarter. Collins, who
came to UCF as a tailback but moved to
fullback in his sophomore year, rushed
for 38 yards on just four carries, a 9.5
average. It was the most times Collins has
carried the ball in a game since 1997.

• Defensiue linemen Becoming Sprinters?

...

Defensive lineman Don Page and Josh
Mc.Kibben have wheels. Well, almost.
During the game, each showed considerable speed during returns of EMU
turnovers. Nearing the end of the first
half, EMU's offense was trying to get
into field goal range, but Mc.Kibben
recovered a fumble by EMU quarterback
Walt Church at midfield and retuined it to
the Eagles' 31-yard line before being
tackled from behind, giving UCF a
chance at a Hail Mary pass.
Page also ended an EMU attempt at a
scoring drive, intercepting Church at the
UCF 10-yard line and returning the ball
29 yards down the sideline. Had Page
. been able to get around the player who
tackled him, he likely would have gone
all the way for a touchdown.

UCF 31, EMU 10, Page 24

; Number of rushing yards by redshirt
freshman tailback Corey Baker, the most
by a UCF player this year.

6
Number of fumbles by UCF, only two of
which where recovered by Eastern
Michigan.

17

CFF FRE PHOTO

Senior free safety Tommy Shavers disrupts a pass attempt by EMU quarterback Walt Church.
Shavers had eig~t tackles in the game. .

UCF offense explodes
in· Schneider's first start
. running

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Redshirt freshman quarterback
Ryan Schneider made his first collegiate start look easy against
Eastern Michigan, going 27 of 38
for 365 yards and two touchdowns,
leading the Golden Knights to their
biggest offensive output of the year.
UCF gained 501 total yards in the
31-10 victory, eclipsing the mark of
432 yards against William & Mary.
Both passing yards (365) and rushing yards ( 136) were a season high.
"We had a really good week of
practice and I was real confident in
everything we were doing, so I
think when you're confident in
what you're doing, it kind of gets
rid of the butterflies," said
Schneider. "We knew they were
going to probably blitz us a lot
because it was my first start and
they were probably going to come
out and rattle me."
Though Schneider was the star of
the game, much of UCF' s success
can be attributed to the play of the
offensive ljne. The much criticized
group had their best effort of the
season, allowing Schneider to be
sacked only once and opening up
big holes for the Golden Knight

Number of tackles by junior middle linebacker Tito Rodriguez, making only. his
second start of the season after coming
back from arthroscopic knee surgery.

30
Number of rushing yards by Eastern
Michigan, a team that had previously
averaged I I 5.8 yards per game.

game.
"We gave the quarterback time to
sit in there which was key,'' said
offensive line coach Robert
McFarland .. "We felt like they were Number of catches and receiving yards,
going to heat up Ryan which they respectively, by senior Tyson Hinshaw,
did. They brought a lot of people. I both of which are career highs.
thought our running backs, tig~t Hinshaw's performance marked only the
seventh time in UCF history that a
ends did a great job protecting as Golden Knight receiver has topped the
well. At the end of the game when 200-yard mark.
we needed to run the football to
keep the defense off, I thought we
were able to control the line of
scrimmage and run the football. Of
Number of consecutive games in which
course, when you have a guy like senior wide receiver Kenny Clark has
Corey Baker back there, it helps."
made a reception, seventh on UCF's all
time
list. Clark n~eds one more to equal
Baker rushed for 96 yards on 18
Siaha
Burley ( 1997-98) and Mike
carries, both career highs. Senior
Dickinson ( 1990-92), who each caught a
wide receiver Tyson Hinshaw also
pass in 22 straight games.
set career highs, catching 12 passes
for 206 yards. It marked only the
seventh time a UCF receiver has
topped the 200-yard mark. Despite
all this offensive success, however, Percentage of third downs successfully
Schneider said that the Golden converted by UCF, their second best
third down conversion rate of the sea· Knights still have room for son. The Golden Knights' went 7 of 14
improvement.
on third down.
"As a team, we had too many
turnovers," he said. "Too many
fumbles, I threw an interception.
We have to get rid of that. We play
Number of yards of total offense by
a better team and we tum balls over UCF, consisting of 365 passing yards and
like that, we're going to lose the 136 rushing yards. It was the Golden
· Knights' highest offensive output of the
game."
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UCF hopes to continue
momentum against NIU

..

•The Golden Knights put a two game 'll!in st~eak on the line this week
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

For the first time since the 1998 season,
the UCF football team has a winning
record. The 3-2 Golden Knights would
like to keep it that way against Northern
Illinois this weekend, but that will be a
tougher task than the one they faced last
week against Eastern Michigan. /UCF
will play this year, with the Golden
Knights already having lost to Akron and
defeated Eastern Michigan. NIU plays in
Huskie Stadium, which has artificial turf
as a playing surface. While that may have
hampered UCF earlier in the season, the
Golden Knights are now used to the artificial surface, as they have now played on it
in two of the past three weeks. One big
advantage for NIU, who is expected by
many to compete for the MAC
Championship, will be that this is their
Homecoming game, never an easy task
for the visiting opponent. The Huskies are
2-2 this seas~n, beating Illinois State and
Ball State, and losing to Northwestern
and Auburn, both nationally ranked
teams. NIU Coach Joe Novak says that
while high expectations are fine, his team
has to go out and prove it on the field.
"Right now, I can't say we're with the
elite of the MAC," said Novak. "Talk
doesn't do it. We have to do it on the field.
We're still building a program. I:Iow close
are we? It's a talented group. It's the best
and deepest squad we've had. Yeah, we're

improved. Potential is there again. That
good old "P" word. We just have to continue to get better."
The Huskies bring a balanced offensive
attack, but definitely favor the run. NIU is
averaging 184.5 rushing yards per game
in 2000, led by a solid offensive line that
is anchored by All-America candidate
Ryan Diem, a 6-foot-7, 336 pound tackle.
NIU applies the backfield-by-committee
approach, with the leading rusher being
sophomore tailback Tho!flaS Hammock,
who has 79 carries for 311 yards and six
touchdowns. True freshman Michael
Turner is second on the team with 47· carries for 202 yards and two touchdowns,
while sophomore Jon Lanum has 105
yards on 30 carries. The Huskies also
rotate quarterbacks, giving the majority of
the time to senior Chris Finlen, who has
completed 47 of his 90 pass attempts for
664 yards, three touchdowns and four
intereptions. Sophomore Dan Urban is 8
of 17 for 182 yards, one touchdown and
one interception. Urban also has two rushing TD's. The favorite target of the quarterbacks is senior receiver Justin
McCareins, who has caught 25 passes_for
497 yards and two touchdowns.
On the other side of the ball, the Huskies
strength has been pass defense, giving up
only 175.5 yards per game through the air.
Their run d~fense has been less successful, giving up. 141 yards per game on the

NIU, Page 24
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UCF quarterback Ryan Schneider throws a pass against Eastern Michigan. The Golden Knights
beat EMU 31-10.

Schneider shines in first career start
•Redshirt freshman throws for 365 Yards in UCF's win over EMU
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

When UCF senior starting quarterback
Vic Penn went down_ with a separated
shoulder against William & Mary, a lot
of questions went through a lot of people's minds. Who will step in to replace
Penn? Will an inexperienced quarterback be able to handle the pressure of
the starting for the first time? What will
happen to the Golden Knights' season?
The answers: redshift freshman Ryan
Schneider; yes; a lot of good things.
Since Schneider replaced Penn early

in the second half against William &
Mary, he has completed 35 of his 54
pass attempts for 480 yards and five
touchdowns, and the Golden Knights
have outscored their opponents 69 - 10.
In his first collegiate possession. as a
starter against Eastern Michigan last
week, he completed his first five passes
and led UCF on its longest scoring drive
of the season, 91 yards. He executed the
two-minute drill to perfection at the end
of the first half, taking the· Golden
Knights 80 yards in just 49 seconds to
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Sante finds a home away from home at UCF
• UCF volleyball player leaves her native P~erto Rico to become a Golden Knight
NATASHA BERK
STAFF WRITER

CFF FnE PHoTo

Freshman outside hitter leyre Santaella
Sante celebrates a UCF victory.

Most people can relate to the feeling of leaving home and going to
college. Leaving your parents,
friends, and your familiar surroundings. Facing the task of meeting new
people and . learning your way
around. UCF freshman volleyball
player Leyre Santaella Sante had to
endeavor all of this and more. Not
only did she have to leave her par-

ents and her three brothers to go to
college, but she also had to leave her
country, Puerto Rico. Sante left her
native culture behind for the opportunity to play volleyball in America,
and she couldn't be happier.
"The weather here is like home,"
said Sante. "There are a lot of people
that talk Spanish like me. I love the
campus and (Head Coach) Meg
(Colado), because she has helped me
a lot."
At age 10, Sante began playing
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volleyball for a club team in Puerto
Rico, where women's volleyball is
among the most popular of sports.
Despite being a co-captain of _the
Puert9 Rican National Team, many
people in her home country told her
that should would not get a chance
to start in her freshman year of
American collegiate volleyball
Those voices must have gone in one
ear and out the other, however, as
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